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ABSTR~CT

Native shortgrass prairie ecosystems h:lVe undergone drastic changes since

European seulcmerll. resulting in fragmentation of native prairie. Wilh this reduction in

available nalive habitat. it has become increasingly important 10 conserve the remamlng

patches of native prairie and the biodiversity within them. In order to apply proper

management and conservation strategies to conserve what remains. we must have

baseline biological information about each of the species present. Few studies exist thai

focus on the status of amphibians and reptiles in the shortgrass prairie ecosystem. or

particular importance are species whose populations are at risk. The prairie ranlcsnake

(Crow/us viridis) is a species that is commercially exploited as the focal species of the

annual Sharon Springs Ranlesnake Roundup in westem Kansas. Unfortunately.

infonnation is lacking regarding the potential effects of commercial har....est on

ranlesnake populations. The goals of this study were to gain insight into the possible

effects ofhar....est on prairie raulesnake populallons. to develop harvest recommendations.

to increase the knowledge of the natural history of this species in the shongrass prairie

ecosystem. and to conduct a baseline survey of the amphibians and reptiles of the Smoky

Valley Ranch. a Nature Conser....ancy shortgrass prairie preserve in Logan County.

Kansas.

I collected demographic data from samples of snakes brought 10 the Sharon

Springs Rattlesnake Roundup in 2000 and 2001. These data were compared \\ ilh similar

data collected by Dr. Henry Fitch of the University of Kansas in previous years. The

results indicated a shift toward smaller and younger individuals comprising the bulk of

the sample, an increased proportion of females. and an apparent increase in the



reproduction of younger snakes. These results are expected in a harvest biased to\\ ard

large individuals.

Secondly. in 2000 and 2001. I collected data on Ihe habilat usc and movemem

pallcms of prairie ranlesnakes from an unexploited population on the Smoky \'alley

Ranch. Using traditional capture lechniques and radiotelemetry. [ collected data

associated with 27 individuals at 64 capture sites. Of these sites. 68% were in open grass

containing few forbs and 56.3~o of all capture siles contained rodem burrows. Sample

sizes limited slatistical analyses. but radiotelemelry provided useful anecdotal

infonnation.

Concurrently with the above study. I conducted a baseline survey oflhe

amphibian and reptile species that occur on the Smoky Valley Ranch. Using the

traditional visual cncounter surveys (VES), aural surveys. road cruising. and dnft

fence/funnel trap arrays. I documented 24 species of amphibians and reptiles on the

ranch. Catch per unit effort (CPUE) \'alues lor each sampling method \\ ere calculated for

each species within each orlhe 4 major habital types presem on Ihe ranch. An inde:'\ of

relative abundances was created using the CPUE '·alues.
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Ii"TRODUCTION

Since European settlement. native shortgrass prairie ecosystems have undergone

drastic changes because of the innuences of humans (Samson and Knopf. 1994: Risser.

1996: Weaver el al.. 1996: Mackessy. 1998: USDA Forest Service. 1997). Before

European agriculture. approximately 162 million hectares of prairie encompassed the

Great Plains (Samson and Knopf. 1994). The widespread cultivation of the land has

since caused much fragmentation oflhe nali"e prairie. Since 1830. the shortgrass praine

has decreased in area from an estimated 20lJ.o to as much as 85% in some areas (Samson

and Knopf. 1994). According to the United States Department of Agricuhure (USDA)

Foresl Service (1997). "Cultivation has fragmented and isolated rangelands and often

natural processes no longer function:' This fragmentation has resulted in the reduction of

quality habitat for the majority of the species that inhabit the shortgrass prairies of Kansas

(Risser. 1996). Where native prairies do remain. the fragments generally arc becoming

smaller. further isolating plant and animal populations and altering community structure

(Risser. 1996).

With the reduction of native shortgrass prairie habitat. it has become increasingly

important to conserve the remaining patches ofnalive prairie and the biodiversity" ithin

them (Risser, 1996: Weaver et aI., 1996: USDA Forest Service. 1997). As habitat

decreases. it is important to better understand the mechanisms that combine to create

habitat structure and the associaled biodiversity within prairie fragments (Knopf and

Samson. 1997). There is currently a healthy existing network ofnati"e prairie fragments

that is comprised primarily of National Grasslands (Weaver et al .. 1996). Within these



fragments. it is imperative that natural processes such as fire. grazing. and trampling also

are preserved (Risser. 1996: Weaver et al.. 1996).

Perhaps prairies should have Ihe highest priority in the cOlllext of conserving

overall biological diversity in Nonh America (Samson and Knopr. 1994). Samson and

Knopf( 1994) presented suggestions for making prairie conservation a high priority,

which included: (I) recognizing the biological and ecological significance of prairie

ecosystems. (2) identifying and inventorying remaining native prairie and detennining

the degree of degradation. (3) identifying and inventorying prairie endemics and

mimicking the natural processes to which these species are adapted. and (4) evaluating

the status of potentially threatened or endangered species. and encouraging conservation

practices that will increase their population numbers. Similarly. Weaver et al. (1996)

stated that the three primary issues concerning prairie conservation arc locating and

evaluating remaining fragments. managing the fragments. and linking fragments.

In order to conserve what remains. the inventories of prairie fragments should

include specific baseline infonnation on the natural histories. relative abundances. and

ecologies of the species that are present so that we can apply proper management

strategies 10 those remaining areas (Mackessy. 1998). Many scientists disfavor such

studies of natural history (King. 1987). However. Greene (1986) suggested that natural

history likely provides imponanl contexts for addressing more specific questions by

providing a background for fonnulating hypotheses.

Several studies have focused on birds. mammals. and fishes within the prairie

ecosystems (Fausch and Bestgen. 1997; Johnson. 1997; Kaufman and Kaufman. 1997;



Skagen. 1997: Zimmemlan. 1997). However. few studies exist that focus on thc status of

amphibians and reptiles in these areas. and the protection of prairie herpclofauna has nOI

received much atlenlion (Com and Pelerson. 1996). Kretzer and Cully (2001) stated Ihal

"There is a paucity of infonnation regarding herpetological communities in shongrass

pralOes ....

Amphibians and reptiles arc a less conspicuous pan of the prairie ecosyStem.

Nonetheless, many of these species are adapted to these habitats and are imponant

componenls of the shongrass prairie (Com and Petersoll. 1996; tvlackessy. 1998). They

arc primary and secondary consumers as well as prey. Amphibians and reptiles.

particularly the smaller species. are important in energy now through the ecosystems

because they assimilate energy into biomass efficiently. The conversion efficiency

(proportion of energy consumed that is converted to new tissue) averages as high as 50%

for amphibians and rcpliles compared to 2% for birds and mammals (Pough CI aJ.. 2003).

In some systems. amphibians have been shown to provide morc energy 10 Ihe food chain

than birds or mammals because they feed on prey Ihat are numerous but too small for

many birds or mammals. and then efficiently com'en these prey into biomass that IS

available to other predators (Pough et al.. 2003). This degree of imparlance in energy

flow has nOI been shown for amphibians and reptiles in prairie ecosyslems. bUllllighl

have a similar effect al a smaller scale (i.e.. nonhern crickel frogs along the Smoky Hill

River). Many species. particularly amphibians. also transpon nutrients from aquatic to

terrestrial systems and vise versa (Com and Peterson. 1996).



Species capablc of limited mobility arc dependent upon resources within small

geographic areas (Laubhaun and Fredrickson, 1997). This is especially true for species

that require a water source at some stage of their life cycle. such as amphibians and

aquatic tunics. Habita! fragmentation has isolated such populations (Laubhaun and

Fredrickson. 1997). Because amphibians and reptiles have low \'agility. they are

particularly vulnerable to alteration and loss of habitat and, thus. may function effectively

as indicators ofhabi!at quality and overall ecosystem health (Com and Peterson. 1996:

Mackessy. 1998).

Because of their diversity in Ihe shongrass prairie ecosystem. knowledge of

amphibians and reptiles is important in understanding the stmcture of the ecosystem as a

whole. However, relatively linle is known about the abundances and population trends of

most amphibian and reptile species (Com and Peterson. 1996). Baseline infomlation.

such as habitat associations. activity panems. behaviors. and relative abundances. is

important if we are to evaluate fUlUre changes in the herpctofaunal community

(Mackessy. 1998). This baseline infonnation ultimately could influence the effectiveness

of management prac!ices that might be implemented to protect this valuable ecosystem

and possible restoration of native shongrass prairie (Mackessy. 1998). For successful

conservation we must know more about each species to ensure that we arc protecting the

appropriate habitats. resources. and life history stages of these animals (Pough et al..

2003).

Management strategies and conservation practices often focus on specific species

whose populations are at risk. These populations often are those that arc exploited by



;

humans and might be over-harvested. Exploitation has led (0 drastic changes in

community composition and population structure in both terrestrial (i.e.. large mammals,

lizards) and aquatic systems (i.e.. tropical reef and predatory fishes) (Kaiser and Jennings.

2(01). The effects of such unnaturally high mortality are understood poorly in many

ta.u. including snakes (Greene and Campbell. 1992). Infonnalion on the natural

population sizes and struclUres. the critical resources used. and the risks facing each

species that inhabil1he remaining patches of shongrass prairie is critical to fannulating

effective conservation strategies and will aid in understanding the inOuence of humans on

these species.

Few herpetological invcntories have been conducted on the remaining patches of

native shortgrass prairie in western Kansas and adjacent eastern Colorado. Collins and

Collins (1991) and Mackessy (1998) have conducted herpetological inventories of the

Cimarron and Comanche National Grasslands in soulhwestem Kansas and soulheastem

Colorado. respectively. Both inventories resulted in new distributional records for some

species. which indicates a previous lack of necessary baseline infonnation. However.

biologists still lack this fundamental presenCe/absence infomlation for species that inhabit

much of the shortgrass prairie region. Of particular interest arc data on exploited species.

such as the bullfrog (Raila caresbeimw). the common snapping turtle (Chelydra

selpell1illa), the milk snake (Lampropeliis triangulum). and the prairie rattlesnake

(Crotaills viridis). which require more detailed study in order to understand the effects of

exploitation.
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The bullfrog and common snapping turtle are game species thaI arc hal";ested for

human consumption. and the harvest is regulated by the Kansas Depanmcm of \\'ildlifc

and Parks. The bullfrog. howevcr. likely is not native to western Kansas and persists

only in and around the numerous impoundments. (Hammerson. 1999). The milk snake is

highly prized by herpcloculturiS\S and the commercial pet industry. and some populations

have been diminished by over-collection (Collins. 1993; Hammerson. 1999).

The most publicized and cOnlrovcrsial exploitation of any amphibian or reptile in

western Kansas is Ihat of the prairie rattlesnake. Like many rattlesnake species

throughout the United Stales. the prairie ranlesnake suffers direct human persecution

because of negative public attitudes (Greene and Campbell. 1992). The most

controversial aspects of human ill\eractions with rattlesnakes are the intense hunts or

"round-ups" held in a number of communities across the United Stales. Originally. thesc

carnival-like attractions were staned as a means of eXlenninating pest animals that were

feared (Fitch. 1998). Currently. rattlesnake round-ups havc becomc economically

imponant attractions. bringing in thousands of spectators. hundreds of panicipants. and

resulting in hundrcds of thousands ofdollars in revenue to local economies throughout

the nation (Fitch, 1998; Fitzgerald and Painter. 2000). Therefore. a shift in the attitude of

promoters has gone from a focus on eliminating the snakes to Olle of COllcem for

maintaining adequate populations of impressive (large) animals for future round-ups

(Fitch. 1998). onetheless, biologists have condemned ralliesnake round-ups because of

habitat loss as the result of harvesting techniques and the lack of infonnation necessary to

ensure that rattlesnake populations are nOI being overexploited (Campbell el al.. 1989;



Warwick. 1990). Other groups also have commented 011 the cruelty and inhuman

treatment of the snakes that are haJ"\'ested (Reber and Reber. 1994).

The only r::J.1tlesnake roundup in Kansas is held in Sharon Springs (Wallace

County) and has taken place annually since 1992. The actual round-up takes place on a

weekend in early spring (usually mid-May) but. as in other roundups. it is common for

participants to take to the fields in search of snakes weeks prior to the actual evenl.

Snakes are collected wherever they can be located and transported to the roundup.

Potentially. humers could ham1 local prairie ranlesnake populations either directly by

over-harvesting the snakes or indireclly through deslruction ofhabilal (Warwick. 1990;

Fitch. 1998).

The few studies of the ecological impacts of rattlesnake round-ups have focused

on the populations and harvest of the largest species of Crotaills (c. alrox. C. horridus.

and C. adlllll11ll1ells) (Warwick. 1990; Fitzgerald and Painter 2000. Fitzgerald and Painter

(2000) indicated that rattlesnake species differ in susceptibility to overexploitation. and

that more research focused on local rather than regional effects should be a high priority.

In Kansas. the ecological effects cannol adequately be assessed from Ihe analysis

of harvest infomlation collected at the Sharon Springs round-up (Fitch 1992. 1993a.

1994. 1995. and 1998). Round-up activities create habitat disturbance by modifying

movable ground cover and accessible crevices. These shelters arc crilicallo cctothennic

animals. such as the prairie rattlesnake. because Ihey allow proper thennorcgulation and

provide adequate overwintering sites (Warwick. 1990). Disturbing these habitats by

removing or destroying cover is the primary hunting method in many round-ups. and



•
these areas often are visited each year. with potentially long-tenn. detrimental effects on

the habitat. Harvesting techniques that alter habitat also have been known 10 have

indirect consequences to non-target species (Kaiser and Jennings. 2001). An

understanding of specific habitat characteristics and requiremenls as well as nalUraJ

population demographics for prairie rattlesnakes would allow a reasonable assessmenl of

round-up activities and allow for the development of recommendations thai ensure

adequate populations and size structures are mainl:.ained (Filch. 1998).

The objectives of my study were (I) to gain insight into the effects of harvesting

on prairie rattlesnakes to ensure the cominued persistence of natural populations in

weslem Kansas: (2) 10 increase Ihe understanding of the role of prairie raulesnakcs in (he

shortgrass prairie ecosyslem on the High Plains: and (3) to develop management

recommendations for the harvest of prairie rattlesnakes based on locally obtained life

history infonnation. In order to accomplish these objectives. many tasks were

undertaken. The first task was to detennine age. size structure. and reproductive

condition of harvested prairie ralliesnakes at the Sharon Springs Roundup. Attempts also

were made 10 detennine the area where the snakes had been harvesled. This continues

the work of Fitch (1992-1995) on prairie ranlesnakes.

The second task was to detenlline the relative abundance. reproductive condition.

and age and size structure of an unexploited population of prairie rattlesnakes in a

shortgrass prairie ecosystem in western Kansas to use as a baseline to assess the effects of

harvest. This unexploiled population was at the Smoky Valley Ranch. a shongrass

prairie preserve owned by (he Nature Conservancy. This site consists of habitats similar
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to those near Sharon Springs. but all wildlife, including prairie rattlesnakes. is protected.

Thus. mortality. with the exception oCthal from automobiles. was assumed to be from

n:lIural causes. Other tasks within the ranch were to detemline habitat usc by prairie

ranlesnakes during aeth'c periods. as \\ ell as to determine characteristics of over

wintering sites. These data should provide insight that will allow me to develop

conservation recommendations to prevent the ovcrcxploit:llion of prairie rattlesnakes in

western Kansas.

The final task was to collect baseline natural history of the amphibians and

reptiles that occurred in a protected patch of shortgrass prairie. This provided

infonnation on the species richness oflhe area and the relative abundances. habitat

associations. and behaviors of these species. as well as management implications for

some species. The ornale box tunle (Terrapelle ornata) was studied In more detail using

radiotelemetry.

Stlldv site description

The Smoky Valley Ranch (SVR) is a 6.799-ha (16.800-acre) shongrass prairie

preserve located in southeastern Logan County. Kansas (TI3S and TI4S. R 33 \\') owned

by the Nature Conservancy. The ranch is contiguous except for an approximately 392.5

ha (970-acre) patch of cultivated land that is located in the cellier of the ranch (Figure I).

Soils within the SVR primarily belong to the Ulysses-Colby association marked

by loessa1 uplands (Bell et al .. 1964). The Penrose-Colby-Loamy associalion marked by

chalk, sand. and loess is found along the Smoky Hill River and its tributaries. whereas the



I.
river floodplain is marked by the Bridgeport-Lincoln-Las Animas association (Bell C1 al ..

1964).

The topography oflhe ranch varies little and primarily is comprised of slightly

sloping hills: however. there are several small Cretaceous Niobrara limeslone outcrops

throughoullhe ranch. and. in the center of the ranch. there is an abandoned limestone

quarry (Figure 1). The quarry is easily recognized by its steep, rocky sides and jagged

(onnations. particularly on the west-facing slopes. The quarry is divided into three

sections wilh two larger outcrops separated by a small valley and one smaller disjunct

outcrop about 400 m south of them. The quarry consists of several large piles of

limestone, with a substrate made up almost emiTely of limestone.

Vegetation on Ihe SVR is primarily upland shongrass prairie interspersed with

lower areas of mixed grass prairie. The vegetational slructure varies Ihroughout the ranch

depending on the bovid grazing regimen at each panicular sile. the degree of grazing by

black-tailed prairie dogs (C:1'l1omys ludovicimllls), and soil type (proximity to the river).

The dominant planl species of the upland shongrass prairie habilal are various grasses,

primarily buffalo grass (SIICh/oe dacly/oldesj, bluc grama (Bowe/oua gracIlis). Japanese

brome (BrollllisJ"Polllclisj. and bonlebrush squirreltail (51/a1l/01l hyslrlx). together wilh a

wide variety of forbs. such as small soapweed (>'I/cca glauca). broom snakeweed

(Gufierre=ia saro/hrae). Texas erOion (Croton texellsisj. and patagonian plantain

(P/allfago paltlgollica). The lower areas of mixed grass prairie were dominated by blue

grama. sideoats grama (Bol/te/oua cur/ipelldu/a), western wheatgrass (Pascapyrum
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smlthii). curlycup gumwced (Grmdelia sqllarrosa). kochia (KoclllQ scopana). and

common sunflower (Helial1llllls WillI/liS). and a variety of other forhs.

The Smoky Hill River winds through the southern pan of the ranch. but consisted

only of ephemeral pools during the siudy period. The riparian habitat that sUTTounds the

river is comprised primarily of plains cottonwood (Populus sargent/i) and a few other

tree species such as salt cedar (Tall/ari.. sp.), willows (Salix sp.) and Russian olive

f£laeaglills QllglIsrijolia). The floodplain orthe river is characterized by sandy soils and

supports a broad zone of sandsage prairie (Figure 1). The dominant vegetation or these

areas consists of sand sagebrush (Artel/usia fiJI/a/ill). plains prickly pear (OpWllIll

macrorhi=a). small soapweed. and various grasses. such as blue grama and westem

wheatgrass.

Several black-tailed prairie dog colonies are scattered throughout the ranch within

the upland shortgrass prairie (Figure I). ~lany of these towns are large and arc

expanding. In 1999, prairie dog towns ranged in size from approximately 0.03 ha (0.07

acres) to 18.5 ha (45.7 acres) and had a total combined area of approximately 138.8 ha

(343.0 acres). Aside from several of the grass and forb species listed above. these heavily

grazed areas also are dominated by common sunflower. snow-on·the·mountain

(Euphorbia marginara), Russian thistle (Salsoltl iberica). and kocbia.

The primary objective of the ranch is to restore and prolectthe native shortgrass

prairie ecosystem and includes bison (80S bisoll) and canle (80S talinlS) grazing. To

maintain the prairie. the objectives of these grazing practices are to simulate the natural

grazing that once occurred on the native prairie and 10 generate revenue for the ranch. A
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small portion of the ranch is leased for oil production. Many trails and fences divide the

ranch to accommodate grazing and the maintenance ofoil wells.



CHAPTER 1: ASSESSMENT OF THE HARVEST OF PRAIRIE

RATTLESNAKES DURINC THE SHARON SPRINCS RATTLESNAKE

ROUNDUPS IN 2000 AND 2001.

MATERIALS AND ~IETHODS

In both 2000 and 2001. I had 1\\'0 learns of four people obtaining data. Groups of

5 10 10 snakes at a time were brought from the pit to our table by the Fangs and Rallies

team [See Schmidl and Stark (2002) for a complete description of the structure and

background of the roundup]. The snakes were first immersed in ice water to render them

sluggish. Each snake then was weighed to the nearest gram; snoul-vent length. tail

length. raule string length. and the diameter of each rattle segment were measured and

recorded. and the snakes were sexed by probing for or physically evcning the hemipenes

of male snakes. Female snakes were palpated to count yolked ovarian folheles. A

numbered tag was tied to the base of lhe rattle of each snake that was processed and

snakes then were retumed to the pit as pan of the show. The lags kept me from

measuring any snake more than once. One member of my team accompanied the butcher

so that the viscera from butchered snakes could be saved and matched with the data

specific to those individuals,

The rattle string provides a good estimate oflhe age of each snake. Klauber

(1997) and Fitch (199~. 1995) used the number ofraltle segments and SOOul-\'ent length

to estimate the approximate age in years ofpr3irie rattlesnakes. I used the age class

specifications provided by Fitch (1995) to assign ages to individuals, The following are
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the size ranges (snout-vent length) and number of rallie segments that correspond to each

age class (FilCh 1995);

297.]48 mm wlIh I segment (bullon)" first year

510·750 nun with 4. 5. or 6 segIl"lems .. ~cond year

720·950 nun wlIh 7 or 8 S('glT'lrnlS '" Ihlfd year

830-1025 nun (It-55 for f(,m;lks) "'lib 9 S('g~ms '" fourth year

845·1050 mm with 10. 11. or 12 5C'gmems .. fifth or smh }C'3r (males)

815-965 mOl "'lIh 10. II. or 12 segments .. fifthoT sixth year (females)

965-1138 mm with 13, 14. 15, or 16 segments'" SIX to ten

For each snake with an incomplete rattle string, I estimated the number of missing

rattle segmenls in order to accurately assess age Structure. The number of missing rattle

segments was determined from the width of the temlinal segment The mean width of

each rattlc segment was calculated from individuals having complete rattle strings. Then

a 95% confidence interval was calculated for each segment width. The width of the

temlinal segment of each incomplete rattle string was compared to the 95% confidence

limits from complete strings to dctcnnine to which segment it most closely corresponded

(Tables 3 and oJ). For example, if the width oflhe lenninal segment was within the range

of the fourth segment. I could be 95% cer1ain that it was missing the natal bUllon and two

segments. However. some segment widths were between the confidence intervals of

different segments and in these cases the closest interval was used. The method worked

well for all but the largest (and presumably oldest) individuals that had incomplete.

untapcred strings. Thus. the larger and older the snake, the less confidence I had in the

estimated age.
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The ran Ie segments also provide a record of each snake's growth (Fitch 1993a.

1994. and 1995). Differences between the mean widths of each segmcnt wcre used to

estimate the growth of the snakes between moils. Growth rates are shown as a percent of

increase in segment width between the additions of each successive ranle segment. This

increase in segment width likely is proportional to an increase in SVL (Klauber. 1997). I

also perfonned a simple linear regression analysis of the natural log of SVL verses basal

rattle segment width for each sex by using data gathered from 6 roundup samples to sho\\

Ihis relationship. Fitch (1995) combined the records for the sexes to calculate growth

rate. and I did the same for the 2000 and 2001 santples by calculating the weighled~mean

widths between the sexes.
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RESULTS

Sex ratios, age classes, (lnd si~e S[J'/Ictures

In 2000. I collected data from 197 prairie rattlesnakes (100 females. 97 males). In

2001. I sampled 180 snakes. of which 96 were females. 83 were males. and one Ihal

could not be sexed. The 2000 and 2001 samples were Ihe only ones out of six years in

which the number of females was greater Ihan the number of males (Figure 6). Tables I

and 2 provide the number ofranlc segments. snout-vent lengths, and weights for all

snakes examined in the 2000 and 2001 samples. respeclively. Imm:;lIure snakes were not

represented because state law prohibits the collection of snakes less than 15 inches (381

mm) in length.

Of the 197 snakes in my 2000 sample, 93 had complete rattle strings. The other

104 snakes lacked the natal button and often other rattle segmcnts. Similarly. in 2001

there were only 75 snakes with complete raules and 122 with segmcnts missing. Tables 3

and 4 list the mean widlhs of ranle segments and 95~o confidencc intervals of males and

females thai possessed complele rattle strings in 2000 and 2001. After the number of

missing segments from the incomplctc rattles were eSlimated and ages were cstimaled.

the 2000 sample consisted of62 second year snakes. 66 third year snakes. 20 founh year

snakes. 37 snakes in their fifth or sixth years. and 12 snakes that were estimated to be

older than six years. Three of these oldest snakes were large and possessed untapered

raules. which suggested Ihat they mighl have been older than 10 years (Fitch. 1995).
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The age classes represented in the 2001 sample were similar. wilh 53 second year

snakes. 81 third year snakes. 15 founh year snakes. 23 fifth or sixth year snakes. and 5

snakes older than six. Two of the fi\'c oldest snakes might have been older than 10 years.

Figures 2 and 3 show the age distributions of m31cs and females for 2000 and 2001.

respectively. The percentages of males and females that possessed specific numbers of

rattle segments (complete or projected) in the 1995. 2000. and 2001 roundup samples arc

provided in Figures.4 and 5.

Growlh rales

Simple linear regression between the natural log ofSVL and the basal rattle

segment width of 399 males and 354 females measured during the 1992 . 1995. 2000 

2001 roundups gave R" values of0.73 and 0.46. respectively. and indicated a proponional

relationship (p<.OOOI) between growth in rattle segment width and gro\\1h in snout-vent

length (Figures 9 and 10). The regression equations are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Both

regression data sets included four obvious outliers. which were not included in the

regression analyses. The 1110st significant outliers appear to have small basal rallie

segmem widths for their respective SVL. These small basal segments likely are due to

chipped or broken rattle segments or unusual se!,'l1"1ent development.

According to Fitch (1995). growth rates for males and females do not differ

during development of the first five rattle segments. Arter the firth segment. males grew

more rapidly and to a greater maximum total length (Tables 3 and 4). Combining the

records for both sexes. my data showed growth rates that ranged from 20.1 % (2000) and

21.0% (200 I) increases in snout-vent length from birth (bullon) through the addition of
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the first rattlc segment 10 increases of only 1.7% (2000) and 2.8% (2001) between the

additions orthe sC\'cnth and eighth segments (Tables 3 and 4).

Of the 100 females I examined in 2000. 57 were gravid (57.000) and. In 2001. 60

of96 females were b'T3Vid (62.5%). Tahle 5 liSlS the number of gravid females in each

age class, the associated snout-vent lengths. and estimated number of follicles per clutch

for 2000 and 200I.

Food hahits

Arter some of tile larger prairie rattlesnakes were butchered for meal. I examined

the alimentary tracts from 21 snakes from the 2000 sample and found no food items.

Most snakes were extremely thin and starved by the time orthe roundup. In 2001. no

prairie ranlesnakes were butchered for meat; however, lhree large snakes had large bali in

their digestive tracts and one of lhese snakes regurgitated an aduh thineen-Iined ground

squirrel (Spermophi/lls Iridecemimeallls). Thineen-lined ground squirrels were the

primary prey item found al previous roundups (Fitch, 1992, 1993a).
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DISC SSIOl\'

Kansas populmions orlhc prairie rattlesnake reproduce on an annual basis (FilCh

1994. 1995). The extended wann season. compared to that of morc northern latitudes.

allows for faster lipid replenishment and therefore. greater average annual production

compared 10 nonhern populations Ihal can only reproduce on a biennial or niconia! cycle

(Macartney and Gregory. 1988: Gra\'es and Duvall. 1993). In Kansas. rnaling

presumably occurs in the spring. immediately after emergence from hibernation. Also at

this time, yolked ovarian follicles can be detected by palpating the abdomen of

reproductive females. FilCh (1995) reponed the smallest follicles were estimated al 15 x

20 mrn and lhe largest were 35 x 23 mm. In 2000. I compared my estimates of yolked

follicles to the numbers observed in carcasses obtained during the Sharon Springs

Roundup. I tended to consistently underestimate the number of follicles.

Fitch (1994 and 1995) reported that 75.4% of females examined in 1994 and

86.5% in 1995 were gravid. My samples showed only 57% and 62.5% to be gravid in

2000 and 2001, respectively. These deviations from the earlier reports could be the result

of my inexperience in palpation. Another explanation might be that proponionalely more

small pre-reproductive females comprised the population that was being selectively

harvested for large individuals. Additionally, [observed 27 estimated second-year snakes

that contained yolked follicles. This contradicts previous work that indicated that prairie

rattlesnakes in this area become reproductively active in their third year (Klauber. 1997;

Fitch, 1998). However. small follicles often are present in small females that likely will

not produce young the following year (Macanney and Gregory, 1988). Also.
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reproduction in younger. smaller individuals would not be unexpected in populations

where older and larger individuals arc selectively removed.

In some snake populations. the age al maturity is dependem on the species

demographic environment. Generally, older and larger individuals are more successful 31

reproduction. Sexual selection favors large individuals because of increased fitness and

increased fecundity (Bervell. 1981). For these reasons. some animals discnmmate

between small and large individuals. with males only choosing to pair with the larger

females (Bervell. 1981). I expected that the selective removal or tile larger females from

the population {via harvest} would result in increased opponunities for the smaller.

younger individuals. Also. early mating snake species often have low adult survivorship.

with the youngest mature females contributing 10 Cuture generations (Feavcr. 1977). I

expected low survivorship oC large individuals in populations that are heavily hunted each

year. which likely would ha\'e the same elTecl. which is younger indh'iduals making a

larger comribution.

Age at maturity also is strongly aCCected by phenotypic plasticity (Bull. 1987;

Ford and Seigel, 1989). Changes in the local em'ironment (i.e.. prey availability.

temperature. growing season) affect the phenotypic expression oClife history trailS. such

as body size and reproductive Crequency. This orten accounts Cor variation in

reproductive output in snakes (Macanney and Gregory. 1988: Ford and Seigel. 1989).

and also might accounl for the observed gravid second+year snakes in my samples.

Conditions might have been Cavorable Cor rapid growth and developmenl during these

years relative to other years. Also. the removal of larger individuals might result in



decreased competition for critical resources, which could then be exploited more by

younger individuals.

Again. my inexperience in palpating snakes for follicles might have resulted In

error. The objects detected by palpation might not have been ovarian follicles. Howe\ er.

as I mentioned. [ tended to underestimate the number of follicles. Another possible error

might have been in the age estimation of the individuals. Possibly. these reportedly

sCi:ond-year snakes actually were small third-year snakes.

Table 5 shows the number of gravid females in each age class. the associated

SVL. and estimated number of follicles per clutch for 2000 and 2001. respectively.

These data do not confomlto the pattern shown by Fitch (1995). where the mean number

of follicles correlates positively to SVL.

Proportionately fewer older females and males were captured in the 2000 and

2001 roundups compared with 1995 (Figures 7 and 8). The data also suggested a

reduction in the number of larger indi\'iduals between 2000 and 2001 (Figures 7 and 8).

Length-frequency data for the 1992, 1993. 1994. and 1995 roundups were provided by

Henry S. Fitch for comparison. The data from 1992. 1993. and to a lesser extent 1994

were not useful in making comparisons because of small sample sizes.

Conser..,alion recolllmendations (0,. western Kansas P0{JUlllfiolls

The prairie rattlesnake in western Kansas has experienced substantial habitat loss

due 10 cultivation of native prairie and the elimination ofblack-tailed prairie dog

colonies. Many supporters of the commercialization of these snakes think that this

species exists in high populatIon densities throughout the High Plains. Jfthis were the



case. then the approximately 300 or so snakes harvested annually for the Sharon Springs

roundup would amoum to a sm311 percentage of the total population (Fitch. 1998). To

quote Fitch (1995). "Infonnation is acutely needed about their presence or absence 10

various h3bitattypes. actual population densities. and the extent of their dependence on

relict colonies of prairie dogs. Enlightened managemem cannot be practiced until such

infomlation is avaiI3ble.··

In assume the amount of row crop agricultural lands in this region is not

changing. then the major threat to prairie ranlesnake populations is likely to be hunting at

hibemacula where large numbers of snakes over-winter. According to roundup organizer

Judy Withers (pers. comm.. 2000) and Dave Stonz. one of the roundup's primary

collectors (pers. comm.. 2(02). the majority of the snakes come from a few groups of

hunters that tend to collect from the same localities year after year. According to Stonz.

one such locality. which is thought to be where more than 80~o of the snakes are

harvested annually. is a large prairie dog town in Graham County where hundreds of

snakes over-winter. This harvest model could have a detrimental effect on local

population size and structure by reducing the number of large and reproducing

individuals (Kaiser and Jennings. 2()()1). My data suggested a reduction in the size

structure of these populations (Figures 7 and 8). Assuming that the majority of the

snakes were collected at the same locality in 1995.2000. and 2001. Figures 7 and 8 both

show a shirt toward smaller individuals over time. In addition. in the four previous

samples from the roundup, males outnumbered females. comprising 62% of the

composite sample (Fitch. 1998). The sex ratios of my samples were closer to the 1:1



birth ratio dcscribed by Klauber (1997) (Figure 6). This shift in the sex ratio of harvested

animals relative to earlier reports might be explained by the increased harvest of the

largesl size classes. which I would expect to be disproportionately male.

Although specific reporting is not required for each roundup participant. the

relatively low number of snakes supplied to the pit by local hunters during the roundup

suggests that there are few aggregations of prairie mttlesnakes known to the hunters in

the immediate area. According to roundup organizers most registered hunters captured

only one or two snakes, and many could not find any snakes. Harvesting low numbers of

snakes from populations such as those within the SVR might pose less of a threat to

mttlesnake populations because of the more random dispersion of mulesnakes 111 these

areas (see next chapter). compared with areas having seasonally large aggregations. The

removal of small numbers of snakes might be compensatory with natural mortality

factors such as predation. disease. and parasitism (Fitch. 1998). Further study is needed

to detennine if this relationship exists in these populations. However. attempts should be

made to detemline where "non-local" snakes are captured in order to detennille wh3t

effects the harvests are having in these poteotially. heavily exploited populallons.

Although I agree with Fitch (1995) that the practice of killing gravid females from

populations whose natural demographics are unknown could result in depiction of the

population. releasing gravid females after the roundup is a difficult proposition.

Landowners are not likely to be in favor of the return of these animals. In most cases

hunting pemlission on private land was granted only for the purposc of removing prairie

ranlesnakes. Releasing snakes on public land probably would havc little positive effect
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on maintaining natural populations if those limited areas were already a\ or near carrying

capacity. Over-population could have negative ecological consequences and could

increase the potential for negative interactions with the general public. Perhaps the

greatest long-teml concems are the potcmialloss of genetic diversity and the potential for

disease transmission that might result from the release of females from distinct

geographic regions.

More feasible solutions to the possible over-harvesting of rattlesnakes might

include a reduction ofharvesl intensity in local areas. If accurate locality infomlation

were available. traditional source populations could be closed periodically \0 allow

populations 10 recover. Increasing the minimum length limit to 762 mm PO in) would

protect some reproductively active females (a portion of age three females). Such

consel"\'ative measures would reduce the chance of negatively impacting prairie

rattlesnake populations.

A protocol for annual data collection and analysis of roundup samples should be

established to effectively manage exploited populations and evaluate the potential of new

regulations. First. locality infomlation for all snakes brought to the roundup should be

recorded. This is important for hunters that collect large numbers of snakes from a few

localities. Second. the sex. SVL. rattle segment count. and the width of each intact rattle

segment should be recorded from a random sample of 150 snakes brought 10 each

roundup. Only with these types ofdata can we effectively monitor the dcmographics of

these populations.
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Fitzgcrald and Paintcr (2000) studied the cducational opportunities :1.1 scvcral

rattlesnakc roundups. They found that 20010 of spectators ancnded ralliesnakc roundups

for no other reason than to learn more about snakes. Random panicipants were gi\·en a

scries of qucstions regarding the natural history of rattlesnakes. Some of those

questioned already had seen the "educational" snake shows and othcrs had not.

Unfortunatcly, their research showed that both groups left the roundup with knowledge

similar to that with which they came (Fitzgerald and Painter. 2000). In 2000 and 2001.

the quality of educational materials (i.e.. live specimens. visual aids. knowledge of

attendant) 3tthe Sharon Springs Rattlesnake roundups was extremcly poor. Thc

commentators relayed inaccurate or misleading infonnation. and instilled a false sense of

security in the crowd. An educational program should be available during the roundup.

A good presentation on the snakes of Kansas. both venomous and non-venomous, with a

knowledgeable attendant would be a positive addition.
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CHAPTER 2: RADIOTELEMETRY

;\IATERIALS AND ~lETHODS

In 2000. four adult male prairie rattlesnakes were implanted with 30-gram radIO

transminers (Wildlife Materials. Inc.). The implantation look place on 12 October and

the snakes were released on 15 October. I intended initially to implant snakes in the fall

prior to hibemation in order to detennine dates of emergence and 10 begin trackmg

individuals immediately upon emergence. These and subsequent implam31ions were

pcrfomlcd at the Animal Health Center in Hays, Kansas. With the aid of Dr. Jessica

Braun. D. V.M.. I anesthetized the snakes by using isofluorine gas. According 10 the

procedures outlined by Reinen and Cundall (1982). I then surgically implanted the

transmillcrs directly into the peritoneal cavity at approximately 75% of the SVL between

the second and third scale rows. The whip antennae were imbedded subcutaneously by

using a 16-gauge hypodennic needle. The incision was sterilized. sutured. and then glued

together with Polymend brand cyanoacrylate "skin glue",

In 2001. seven adult ralllesnakes (2 gravid females and 5 males) were implamed

with 5.5-gram lransminers purchased from Stephen F, Austin State University III

Nacogdoches. Texas. These transmitters were implanted subcutaneously along the

ventral surfaces of the snakes. between the left and right sides of the ribcage. The rest of

the procedure was the same as described above. The transmitters were 3-4 mm thick

allowing them to fit with minimal effect on snake movement. The snakes were observed

for one to five days before being released at the point of capture.



The snakes were relocated by using a TR.,'\ 1000S tracking rcceiver and a 3

pronged yagi antcnna (Wildlife Materials. Inc.). The receIver operated on frequencies

ranging from 150.000 to 150.999 MHz. The transmitters had frequencies at least 0.018

MHz apart to avoid mixed signals. Locations of each successfully relocated individual

were recorded by using a GPS unit and ploued onto the basemap by using ArcVie\\ GIS

3.2 (Environmental Systems Research Institute. Inc.). The basemap and all subsequent

maps were created by using ArcView GIS and Adobe Illustrator 10.0 software.

Distances between movements also were calculated by using ArcView. Total

distance moved and mean distance moved per day are the most useful data for evaluating

spatial utilization when using radiotelemctry (Reinen. 1992). Estimates of mean daily

movements of each individual (2 females and 2 males. see "results" belo,,) were

calculated by dividing the linear distance moved by the number ofdays between each

relocation. Also. an overall mean daily movement estimate was calculated for females

and males. These values were obtained by dividing the total linear distances moved by

both females and both males respectively. by the total number of days between the first

and lasl locations.

The times that each individual was located. the air temperature. a description of

the site (vegetation. burrows. primary habitat type). and activity and behavior of each

individual were recorded. For prairie rattlesnakes that were located above ground. the

dorsal surface temperatures of the snakes were measured by using a Ra)1Ck Raynger

infrared telolhemlOmeter. Descriptors of habitat type for snake locations were mainly

substrate characteristics. Substrate classes consisted of the following: rodent burrow.
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large rock (immovable), medium rock (36 in). small rock « 36 inches). rock crevice.

road. open grass (few. scal1cred forbs). and mixed foliage (many forbs present). Habitat

and activity observations during radiotelemetry investigations for the ornate box tunIc

and prairie ranlcsnake are summarized in Appendix One. Prairie rattlesnake movemen!

data are summarized below.
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RESULTS

The four individuals implanted with radiolransmincrs in 2000 \\erc relocated onc

to four times over a 19-day period after they were released. No movement daIa were

analyzed because all four snakes died within this 19-day period.

Seven adull prairie Taltlesnakes (IWO gravid females and five males) were

implanted and tracked in 2001. A total of 38 relocations were recorded from 1 t July 10 5

November. They were located from 1 to 13 times after they were released. J analyzed

the mo\"emenls of only four of these individuals (two gravid females and 1\\0 males)

because the other individuals were located fewer than four times. Figure II indicates the

approximate locations of each oCthese snakes al the point of initial capture and release.

The female movements ranged from 4 m over::l 25·day period while gravid to 182

m over a nine-day period subsequent to giving birth. Mean daily movements ranged

from 0 m 10 20 m. wilh an o\'erall mean for both females (n==19 individual relocations) of

5 m per day from mid-July through hibernation. These data suggested that reproduclive

females hibcmate near their birthing sites.

Male movements ranged from 0 m over a five-day period 10 366 m 0\"Cr a one-day

period. Mean daily movements between each relocation also ranged from 0 to 366 m per

day. with an overall mean (n==1 0 individual relocations) of S3 In per day for both males

from mid-July through mid-September (see calculations 3bove). Table 6 provides Ihe

dates that each snake was located. including the date ofcapture ::Ind release. and the

distances between each successive relocation. The total number of days that each snake

was tracked and the tOlallinear distance between sites is shown on the bouom line of
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Table 6. The data provided in Table 6 were plotted on Figures 12· J5 to illustrate

dircclional movements.

During my study. I collected habital data at 66 rattlesnake capture sites.

FonY-lhrcc (65.2%) captures were in open grass and [ I (J 6. 7%) caplures were in mixed

foliage (areas with grasses and forbs). Excluding seven caplures (I 0.6%) made on roads.

48 of the remaining 59 (81 AOo) capture sites contained rodent burrows and six (9.1 ~o)

sites conlained rocks and rock crevices.
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DISCUSSION

RadiOlelemetry is an excellent tool for consistently relocating cryptic and

secretiw animals (Fitch and Shirer. 1971: Reinert. 1992). Innovation in transmlUer

design has spawned an increased interest in the study of movements and migrations of

several species. and snakes in particular (Fitch and Shirer. 1971: Duvall et al.. 1985;

Reinert. 1992; Brown and Duvall. 1993: Timmerman. 1995: Duvall and Schuen. 1997).

These recent investigations have provided much-needed quantitative information on the

patterns of individual movements within specific habitats. This infornlation. as well as

that on factors influencing the distributions. activities. and movement patterns of snake

species. is especially valuable for development of conservation strategies. particularly for

populations that are subject to unnaturally high mortality. such as rattlesnakes (Greene

and Campbell. 1992).

Several radiotelemetry studies have focused on the prairie rattlesnake. particularly

in Wyoming (Duvall et aI., 1985: King. 1987; Brown and Duvall. 1993: Duvall and

Schuett. 1997). However, this wide-ranging species varies greatly in its habitat

associations. behaviors. and susceptibility 10 exploitation. Individual populations

throughout Iheir range need to be studied in detail (Klauber. 1997: Fitch. 1998: Fitzgerald

and Painter, 2000).

A primary objective of my study was to deterntinc daily and seasonal movement

patterns and associated behaviors of the prairie raulesnake in an unexploited population.

I also made similar observations using mdiotelcmctry on the ornate box tunIc because of

their availability. The amount of infonnation that I was able to accumulate was limited
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by a number of factors. which aTC described in detail belo\\'. However. I did accumulate

natural history infonnation from the observations on both species. Tracking radio-lagged

animals allowed me to make observations thai otherwise would nOI have been possible.

This natural history infom13tion is summarized in the species accounts for the ornate box

turtle and prairie rattlesnake.

For both species. Ihe lack of early season collecting and tracking precluded

analyses of movements throughout the entire active season. A large amount of activily

occurs ancr emergence from hibernation (Duvall et a1.. 1985; King. 1987; Klauber.

1997). AI this latitude. spring is when both Ihe ornate box turtle and prairie rattlesnake

male (Collins. 1993; Fitch. 1998: Hammerson. 1999). This post-emergence activity in

rattlesnakes was not studied because of limited success finding snakes. I began the 2000

field season on 26 June. which eliminated approximately three months of activity. In

2001 only three live ralliesnakes were observed in April and May. One individual

escaped into a rock crevice. the second individual was toO small 10 implant with a

transmitter, and the third died immediately following implantation. The longest time that

an individual was tracked was 88 days for an ornate box tunle and 118 days for a prairie

rattlesnake. These arc only fractions of the seasonal activity of these species. as judged

by the patterns reported for other regions. whose snakes traveled considerable distances

immediately after emergence to search for mates or foraging grounds (Duvall CI al .. 1985:

King. 1987; Klauber. 1997).

Daily activity patterns were difficult to address because individuals were not

tracked on a consistent basis. Locations of individuals were sporadic and depended on



time constraints, time spent ofT-site. weather. and tracking success, For these reasons I

could not detennine the frequency of movement. so my analyses were limited to

comparing distances between locations. However. according to Reinen (1992), mean

daily movements and total distance moved arc probably the most useful in dClennining

activity ranges. I estimated mean daily movements by dividing the distance moved by

the number of days between relocations. Imponantly. snakes probably do not mO\"e on a

daily basis and this serves only as an estimate (Fitch and Shirer, 1971; Duvall et al..

1985; Weatherhead and Prior. 1992). Also. only a few individuals were tracked for a

time period long enough to provide useful infonnation. and a larger sample size is needed

to estimate activity ranges (Reinen. 1992).

I had several problems collecting data on pr:Jiric r:Jnlesnakes, During my

two·year study, I captured only 20 live individuals. 11 of which were large enough to

implant with transmitters. The extremel) hot and dry conditions of 20<X> and 2001

prob:Jbly accounted for this small number. If I had used drift fences and funnel traps.

panicularly in the spring when male ranlesnakes are searching for mates. then my

numbers of captures might have been larger.

In 2000, J released the four snakes on 15 October. three days after implantation.

Within six days after release. one of the transmittcrs was recovered inside the burrow of a

kangaroo rat (Dtpodomys ortlii). The snake was assumed to be dead. A second snake

was localed six days and then 12 days after release inside the same small mammal

burrow. On day 12. burying beetles (Silphidae: Nicropltorus IIItlrgif/alus) were observed

emerging from the burrow. suggesting the snake W:lS dead. The third snake also tracked



on day 12. was found 10 have an open wound where the lransminer was implanted. The

transmiucr was removed. The fourth snake moved to a southcast·facmg rock face of the

quarry. It was observed sunning on day 6 and day 12 after implantation. It appeared

heahhy. but was never seen again. Transmiuer signals continued to be received from the

same rock crevices. suggesting either dealh or Ihe onsel ofhibernation.

I intended initially 10 implanl snakes in the fall prior to hibernation in order to

deternline dates of emergence and to begin tracking individuals immediately upon

emergence. This failed because all four snakes were found dead or were assumed dead

shonly after release. I subsequently learned from George Pisani. (pers. comm.. 2001)

who had done extensive work on the timber rattlesnake (Crotaills horndus). Ihal

implamations lale in Ihe active season usually fail. Ln retrospect. failures of late season

implantations seem reasonable. First. releasing the snakes in the fall did not allow proper

healing to take place. Shorter day lengths and lower temperatures in the fall also might

not have allowed proper thennoregulation for immune response and prevention of

bacterial infection. No amibiotics were administered 10 Ihe snakes, nor were the snakes

maintained and monitored in captivity for extended periods of time. This monitoring

probably would have given more positive results. A second reason is my lack of

experience with the surgical implantation technique, particularly incising and suturing

thin layers of muscle tissue. However, the supervising veterinarian indicated that the

surgeries wem well (Braun, pers. comm.).

The implantation procedure was changed in 2001. The seven snakes in 2001 were

implanted subcutaneously with 55-gram transmitters. In this procedure no muscles were



incised. which accelerated the healing process. After implantation. snakes were

monitored for three to four days. These snakes were implanted in July or August.

depending on the date of capture. These changes probably contributed to the survi\al of

snakes in 2001.

The major problem during tracking III 2001 was losing snakes. Many snakes

either moved long distances or the transmitters failed. The transmitters used during this

season had a maximum distance of approximately 400 m in this habitat I spent much

time attempting to locate lost individuals throughout the ranch with no success. which

suggested transmiuer failure. Two individuals were relocated only once after release. and

one was relocated twice. Only two gravid females were located successfully through the

end of the active season because they moved infrequently and short distances. In his

studies with the prairie raulesnake in Wyoming. King (1987) los! six of 18 individuals

(33.30,0) during his three-year slUdy because of transmitter failure. compared to my 710,0

failure in 2001.

The prairie rattlesnake has been studied extensively ill Wyoming. and my results

are perhaps most useful in comparing the two populations. At the northern latitudes of

Wyoming. where the growing season is considerably shoneI'. prairie rattlesnakes

generally hibemate in large aggregations (Aldridge. 1979~ Duvall ct a!.. 1985: King.

1987: Brown and Duvall, 1993: Graves and Duvall. 1993: Duvall and Schuett. 1997:

Klauber. 1997). Beginning in mid~ to late·spring. males and non-pregnant females

migrate away from their winter dens to areas of high rodent density (Duvall et al .. 1985;

King. 1987; Klauber. 1997). The primary food source for rattlesnakes in these areas is
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the deer mouse (Peromyscils lII(lIIIClIlaIIlS) (Du\'al1 et at.. 1985; King, 1987). lndi\"iduals

travel al a non-random. fixed-angle for distances averaging ~560 =9tH m during their

vernal migrations (King. 1987: Ou\'all and Schuell. 1997). ~'lean diSI:mces lra\'cled per

move were 184.9 ± 23.8 m for males. 105.9 ± 27.9 m for non-pregnant females. and

102.8 ± 28.3 meters for pregnant females (King. 1987). Once an appropriate foraging

site is reached. marked by numerous rodent burrows and a relatively high density ofdeer

mice. the snakes remain in these areas until mid-summer. moving relatively little and

spending the majorit)' oCthe time inside rodent burrows (Duvall el al., 1985; King. 1987).

The lengthy vernal migration is thought to be an efficient food search strategy in an area

where prey is patchy (Duvall et al.. 1985; King, 1987).

By mid-summer whcn fat reserves arc sufficient. mating ensues (Duvall et at..

1985), The males again begin to search for mates, usually in the direction of the den

(Duvall et al.. 1985: King. 1987: Duvall and Schuett. 1997). Mating occurs in the late

summer and early fall. Females are reproductively receptive on a biennial or triennial

basis (Aldridge. 1979; Duvall et a1.. 1985; King, 1987; Macanney and Gregory, 1988;

Brown and DuvalL 1993: Graves and DuvalL 1993: Schuen et a!.. 1993: Duvall and

Schuett, 1997; Fitch. 1998). Breeding e\'ents continue intenniltcntly throughout the

remainder of the season until. ultimately. the snakes arrive back at the den (Duvall et aI.,

1985). These snakes exhibit high den site fidelit)' (King. 1987).

Gravid females emerge from hibernation the following spring and make shorter

migrations, oflen to communal rookeries (Duvall et at.. 1985: King, 1987; Graves and

Duvall, 1993). These rookeries are generally rock outcrops that provide (hennal



gradients that provide efficient themlOregulation and embryo de\'elopment (King. 1987;

Graves and Duvall. 1993). Many gravid females eat little during this time and devote

their time to thermoregulation (Duvall et 31.. 1985). These rookeries often arc near. but

not at. the den. Neonates often over·winter in the same den as their mother. contributing

to den site fidelity (Duvall et al.. 1985).

It is not \mown whether prairie rattlesnake populations in Kansas make

long·distance vernal migrations to foraging areas. I was not able to investigate this

behavior during my study. However. this behavior appears to be associated with

communal denning and patchy prey resources (Duvall et al.. 1985; King. 1987). I found

no evidence ofcommunal over·wintering in rattlesnake populations at the SVR. The two

adult females that were tracked until hibernation both hibernated singly. one in a large

network of rodent burrows (#119) and the other in a prairie dog burrow (#118). They

made only short distance movements (Figures 12 and 13) between their binhing sites and

their oveHvintering sites. All other observations of rattlesnakes prior to or after

emergence from hibernation suggested individual over·wintering. However. communal

denning is known to occur in some populations of prairie ranlesnakes and other pitviper

species at this and more southerly latitudes (Jacob and Painter. 1980; Klauber. 1997:

Fitch. 1999). In such areas, lengthy vernal migrations might occur. depending on the

distribution of prey populations.

Where I was able to track snakes for extended periods. there appeared to be an

abundance of rodent burrows and, presumably, an abundance of prey. The preferred prey

item for adult prairie rattlesnakes in western Kansas is the thineen·lined ground squirrel
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(FilCh. 1998). which were found throughout the ranch in shongrass prairie and prairie

dog lowns. Other possible prey species that I obserwd on the ranch included plams

pocket gopher (Geomys bursar/lls). hispid pocket mouse (ChaeloliJplIs Illspults). northern

grasshopper mouse (Ollychomys lellcogasler). black-tailed prairie dog. Ord's kangaroo

rat. silky pocket mouse (Perogllatllllsj1Q\'lIs). eastern wood rat (Neololllllj1oridana). and

deer mouse. Although prey distribution was not studied. prey populations within the

SVR might be Jess patchy than in Duvall's and King's Wyoming populations. If this

were the case. long vernal migrations would be unnecessary because lengthy searches for

prey would not be necessary (Du\'all et a1., 1985).

Even if prey were less patchy in these areas. long vernal migrations are still

possible. Kansas populations of the prairie rattlesnake reproduce annually. upon

emergence from hibernation (Fitch. 1985; Collins. 1993; Fitch. 1998). If individuals

over-winter singly. males might make vernal migrations to locate a mate. If so. they

likely do so in a fixed-angle direction similar to those of nonhem populations (Duvall

and Schuen, 1997). The five males that I tracked during my study were lost in August or

September. I have presented two possible hypotheses for losing these individuals: either

they moved long distances. or the transmiuers failed. As discussed carlier. failed

transmitters were a common problem for King (1987) during his radiotclemetry in

Wyoming. I suspect that this might have been the case in my study. If long-distance

movements were made at this time. Ihe snakes might have been returning to

over-wintering sites following migrations to locate reproductive females.
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One of the tracked males (# 121) spent at least 22 days in a heavily disturbed

pasture. adjacent to the ranch. During a fh·e·day period. it then trawled 366 m (Figure

12). The snake was located inside a plains pocket gopher burrow. along \\ ilh a female

and eight neonales. Apparently. this male was visiting the post-parturient female. This

behavior has been observed by other researchers, who have hypothesized that this

beha\'ior might be associated with immediate breeding attempts (Holycross and Fawcett.

2002). This behavior also suggests thaI prairie rattlesnakes might be opportunistic

breeders and that copulation also might occur in late summer. a possible strategy for

non-communal denning populations and snakes capable of storing speml. If this were thc

case. then long distance movcmenls at this lime might result as males attempt 10 locate

post-parturient females.

King (1987) tracked a total of 31 prairie ranlesnakes during a three-year period in

Wyoming. He calculated that the mean daily mo\'emenl of males (n = 18) was ~7 m.

non-pregnant females (n = 6) was 19 m. and pregnant females (n = 7) was 15 m. My data

showed that the mean daily movement of males (n = 2) was 53 m. and pregnant females

(n = 2) was 5 m. Although my values do not differtoo much from those of King (1987).

remember that King tracked his snakes upon emergence from hibernation to redenning.

whereas my tracking was limited to July through November.

In both my study and King's (1987). gravid females moved only shan distances

from their den sites. In Kansas. females do not emerge from hibernation gravid. but

move short distances to foraging sites. Increased density of prey compared to Wyoming

sites might explain such short movements. The mean movement of 5 m per day for



gravid females is an underestimate because tracking took place lale in thc activc se3son.

Also. a larger sample size would be needed 10 gcneralize rattlesnake movement pauems.

In my study the mean daily movements for males were similar to those of males

in Wyoming (King. 1987). Assuming that movement occurs during the early spring

when males are pursuing receptive females. my mcan value might be an underestimate.

Scveral males were lost during my study. which might indicate exceptionally long

distance movements. Assuming that the snakes are occupying areas of adequ3le prey

density during July through September. large movements at this time would bc unlikely.

My data were consistent with this hypothesis. with the exception of the male Ihattravcled

366 m in a single day to find a post-parturient female. In this case. the exceptional

movement might have caused an overestimate of daily movement instead of an

underestimate. These findings warrant further study.

The preferred habitats for prairie raulesnakes in Wyoming are areas where the

dominant vcgetation is shrubs (Duvall et a1.. 1985: King. 1987). This association was

duc to prey density. Rodents. particularly deer mice. used the roots of shrubs for burrows

(Duvall et al.. 1985; King. 1987). My observations on the SVR indicated that prairie

rattlesnakes used any habitat with abundant rodent burrows or rock crevices.

Inf0n11ation still is needed regarding the natural history and status orthe prairie

rattlesnake in Kansas. Becausc this species inhabits a wide range of habitats in western

Kansas, several populations in different habitats should be studied. These study

populations should include those that communally den in areas such as prairie dog towns

and large rock outcrops. In addition, other populations within shortgrass prairie with
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habitat characteristics similar to those wjthin the SVR need to be studied. These data can

then be used to make inler-population comparisons.

In future radiotelemetry studies. snakes should be tracked ;H least once a day to

prevent losing the snakes. Daily movements could then be analyzed with confidence.

Also. repeated monitoring likely is necessary to adequately assess habitat variation

(Reinert. 1992). A larger sample size also is needed. However. most telemetric studies

have been limited 10 small sample sizes and short durations because of expense. technical

problems. and transmitter limitations (Reinert. 1992). Habitat should be studied by

selccling quantitative variables that the researcher suspects innuence habitat use and

measuring these variables at each snake location as well as randomly selected sites within

the study area (Reinel1, 1992). These sites then can be compared. and habitat preferences

and availability can be calculated. Trapping grids also could be used 10 characterize

small mammal density and abundance of burrows. which have been shown to play

impOl1ant roles in prairie rattlesnake behavior (King. 1987). Perhaps most importantly.

Ihe snakes should be studied throughout the entire active season (Reinert. 1992). Home

ranges could then be calculated by using any ofa variety of techniques summarized by

Reinert (1992). and associated seasonal behaviors could be studied.
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CHAPTER 3: HERPETOLOGICAL SURVEY

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Time in the field was spent searching on foot and searching by vehicle. Searching

on fool included visual suryers. searching for and tracking individuals equIpped with

radio transmitters. and. in 2001. tending drift fence arrays. The locality of each

ohsclVation oreach individual species was recorded in Universal Transverse Mercator

(UTM) coordinates using a Gannin 12 Global Positioning System (GPS). Each locality

then was planed by using ArcView GIS 3.2 (Environmental Systems Research Institute.

Inc.) (Figures A I-All). The basemap was acquired from The Nature Conser....ancy.

A variety of collecting techniques were used to estimate species richness.

observable abundances. and habitat preferences of amphibian and reptile species on the

SVR. The most commonly used technique was when researchers searched available

habitats by foot or by vehicle (visual encounter survey. VES) (Crump and Scon. 199-l).

Aquatic habitats were searched by walking the banks of pools along the Smoky Hill

Rivcr and its tributaries. as well as aquatic habitats created by stock tank ovcrflo\\.

Aquatic tunics were identified by sight. On 8 ililay 2001. I seined one of the more

"pennanent" tributary pools.

Audio surveys for amphibian breeding choruses were conducted with the VES.

panicularly at night after rain. These audio surveys also were conducted from the vehicle

and were included in the time searching by vehicle. The ri\'er banks also were walked to

dctemline the locations of calling frogs.



During the 2001 field season. 10 drift fences were placed throughout the ranch.

Each fence was 30.48 m (100 ft.) long with wooden stakes every 3.05 m (10 ft.). The

fence material was comprised of woven polypropylene that was 91 A cm (36 In.) tall. The

bottom of each fence was buried approximately 6 cm deep in the soil. At each end was a

large funnel trap constructed of0.64 cm (0.25 in.) hail screen. The site of each array was

chosen based on accessibility. habitat di\"Crsity. and the predicted probability ofcapturing

prairie ranlesnakes. Eight arrays were placed in shongrass prairie (including one in a

prairie dog town) and two wcre placed in sandsage prairie. No arrays were placed along

Ihe Smoky Hill River or in the associated riparian zone. The traps' localities were

recorded by using a Gannin 12 GPS uni!. These localities then were ploned on a base

map by using ArcView GIS (Figure I). Traps were checked daily.

The vehicle-hours were accumulated while driving the maintained sand roads on

the western and southern boundaries of the SVR. the sand road down the middle of the

ranch, the numerous interior trails Ihat wind through the ranch. and through open pastures

with an emphasis 011 areas near prairie dog towns. A 1.5 million candle-power spotlight

was used on occasion to aid the night VES. Time in vehicle surveys also included

driving between trap stations.

During the 200 I field season, omate box turtles (Terrapelle ornow), and the two

most frequently observed snake species. the gopher snake (PlfIlOpJIIS CQlellijer) and the

eastern racer (Colliber COllSlrlCLOr). were measured. sexed. marked. and released. Habitat

type, time of capture, activity, and air temperature were recorded. Box turtles were

marked on the carapace with three digit numbers by using pain!. The carapace length



was measured by using a cloth tape measure. The tape was placed on the nuchal scule

and extended over the center to the medial marginal scute. Snakes wcre marked by

clipping ventral scales in a numbered pallem described in Ferner (1979). and \\ ere sexcd

by probing with blunt paperclips of various sizes. The SVL of snakes wcre recorded.

An index of the relative abundances of the herpetofauna on the ranch was created

based on all observations and trapping success (Table 8). Catch per unit eITon values

were calculated for each survey method used within each habitat type. Observations

were divided within live major categories including the four primary habitat lypes and a

separate category for roads and trails. "Shongrass" refers to shongrass prairie (grazed or

ungrazed) and includes prairie dog towns. "Roads" refers to all maintained roads that

border the ranch and all vehicle trails that transcctthe ranch. All roads and trails

transected shongrass prairie. with Ihe exception of the small area of sandsage prairie

transected by the maintained road on the we::.t side of the ranch. Roads and trails were

given a separate category in order to calculate catch per unit eITon searching by vehicle.

Therefore. thc total number of individuals of each species observed in shongrass prairie

can be obtained by adding together the numbers for "Shongrass" and "Roads".

"Sandsage" refers to the sandy floodplain of the Smoky Hill River. which is dominated

by sand sagebrush. "River and Pools" includes the river channel, tributary pools. and the

associated riparian zone. "Outcrops" refers to the quarry and the small. Niobrara

limestone outcrops and chalky breaks scallered throughout the ranch.

Voucher specimens were collected for all the species observed. except the western

chorus frog (Pselldacris triseriala) and the common snapping tunIc (Chelydra



serpemilla). which wcre not captured. All vouchers were depositcd in the Sternberg

Museum of Natural History at Fort Hays State University. Hays. Kansas (accession

number 2378). Voucher specimens are described here by locality. legal description. date

collected. collector catalog number. and museum collection catalog number. Collector

catalog numbers arc those of Curtis J. Schmidt (CJS) and Matthew R. Bain (rvlRB) and

correspond to those numbers in the collectors' respective field notes. Copies of the field

nOles have been deposited along with the specimens. Museum colleclion catalog

numbers refer to the Sternberg Museum of Natural Histof)' (MHP). The scientific and

common names of the amphibians and reptiles in the accounts are from Collins and

Taggart (2002).



RESULTS

J spent two field seasons al SVR. The first field season was from 26 June to 3

November 2000, The second was from 25 April to 5 November 2001. In the :2000 field

season. 18 days and 12 nights were spent on the ranch. and in 2001. 48 days and 25

nights. A tOlal of27; person-hours were expended searching on fool. These

person-hours call be divided into 63 searching shongrass prairie, 23 searching s31ldsage

prairie. 156 searching rock outcrops. and 33 searching the river and tributary pools. A

lota1 of 100.75 vchicle-hours were spent driving roads and trails through shongrass

pramc. No individuals were observed on the shan stretch of road that Iransects sandsage

prame.

A lotal of 558 trap-nights (one lrap array open per one night) were accrued in

2001. which call be divided into 4~6 trap-nights in shortgrass prairie (8 arrays) and 112

trap-nighls in sandsage prairie (2 arrays).

A lotal of256 observalions consisling ofone species of salamander. fj"e species

of anurans, four species of turtles. three species of lizards. and II species of snakes were

recorded. O(lhe 29 species currenlly known to occur in Logan CounlY (Collins. 1993). I

observed 23 within SVR. In addition. the longnose snake (Rhlllocheilus lecolltel) was

captured on the ranch. a substanlial geographic range extension (Taggart CI a1.. 2002).

Also. one great plains load (BlIfo cognatus) was found just oUlside the ranch. but was not

included in my list of species found on the 5VR.

The 256 observations do not accurately renecl the tolal number of individuals

observed during my study. Some species. particularly Woodhouse's toad (Bufo



woodho/lsii}. were observed frequently and consequently did not warrant spending the

time to plot each indi\'idual observation. Similarl}. tadpoles of the Woodhousc's toad

and plains leopard frog (Raila b/wri) were abundant at some localities. as were the three

documented lizard species. Therefore. some localities ploned in figures A I-A 7 and

A l3-A22 represent more than one individual (Details in Appendix I). In a few instances.

observations were not recorded because oftimc constraims. such as whcn locating tagged

animals.

A list of the species observed and the relative abundances of each species bascd

on catch per unit efTon (CPUE) within the major habitats on SVR is presented 111 Table 8.

Values were multiplied by 100 to decrease the number of decimal points. The most

common species observed throughout the ranch wcre the six·lined raccrunner

(Cllemulophorus sex/meatus). the prairie lizard (Scelopoms 1I11l/Ii/alIlS). the lesser carless

lizard (Ho/brookia lIIaclllara), and Woodhouse's toad. These species commonly were

observed throughout the ranch. with CPUE values ofat least 0.159 (x 1(0) individuals per

hour in at least three of the four major habitat types (Table 8). Conversely. there wcre

several "rare" species that only were observcd once or twice on the ranch \\ itllin

particular habitat types. These included the longnose snake. with a CPUE \'alue of0.009

(x 100) individuals per trap-night in sandsage prairie; the eastem hognose snake

(HererOllon p/arirhmos). with values of 0.016 (x IOO) individuals per hour in shongrass

prairie and 0.010 (x I00) individuals per hour on roads: and the plains blackhead snake

(Tamil/a mgriceps), with a value of 0.019 (x \(0) individuals per hour in rock outcrops.



The drift fcnce/funncltrap arrays were effective in capturing surfacc·active snake

species. panicularly the larger species (Greenberg ct al.. 199~). such as the coachwhip

(AlasricopJIIsflagellum) and the eastern racer. The trap arrays also accounted for

captures of the more secretive and rarely observed species. such as the longnose snake.

the common kingsnake (LampropeJris gelula). the barred tigcr salamander (Amhl'SfOI//ll

mal'orlmm). and the plains spadefoot (Spea bombifrolls) (Table 8).

The presence ofcaule affected the success of the drift fence/funnel trap arrays.

When possible. I placed the drift fence as close as possible to an existing barbed wire

fence hoping 10 deler can Ie from rubbing on the drift fences. In other situations. fences

were placed in open areas near probable snake habitat. Cattle either rubbed on Ihe posts

and broke them, trampled the funnel traps. or both. As a result. each trap was functional

for only a ponion of the field season.

The VES was used to observe aqudtic and semiaquatic species. such as the plains

ganer snake (Thol1lflophis radIX). the plains leopard frog. the painted tunIc (Chrysemys

picra). the yellow mud tunle (KilloslemonjIa\'escells). and the common snapping tunic

(Table 8). The VES was the best method for documel1ling the three lizard species. as

well as the species that inhabit rock outcrops. All observations of the milk snake

(Lampropelris triangulum) and the plains blackhead snake were the result of looking

under objects (e.g.. rocks). These secretive species were difficult to observe with CPUE

values ofonly 0.013 (x 100) and 0.019 (x 100) individuals per hour of searching rock

outrcops. respectively. Also included in the VES were observations of calling anurans.

which resulted in locating populations of the nonhern cricket frog (Aeris crepaQlIs) and
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the wcstem chorus frog on SVR. both of which had relatively high CPUE values within

rivcrs and pools of above 3.03 (x 100) individuals per hour.

Searching by vchicle. particularly during mornings and evenmgs appeared to be

the most effective way of observing amphibians and reptiles on the SVR. In my study,

searching by vchicle accounted for most of the observations of the gopher snake (58.3~o).

Ihe prairie ranlesnake (CrOlallls \'Iridls) (55.6%) and the omale box lurtle (9·U~o).

Vehicle surveys also were successful in observing large numbers of Woodhouse's load

and the six-lined racerunner. CPUE values for these species ranged from as high as

0.645 (x 100) individuals per hour for Ihe ornate box turtle to 0.139 (x 100) individuals per

hour for lhe gopher snake (Table 8).

Species accounts detailing the natural history of each species and relativc

abundances based on my observalions within the SVR arc in Appendix One. Localilies

of each observation are ploned on respeclin figures listed for each species

(Figures A I·A 7. A 13-A22).



DISCUSSION

The relative abundance ore3ch species (Table 8) is underestimated. My:WOO

field season began on 26 June. which precluded observations in ncarly three mOnlhs of

the first active season. 1\11051 species observed within the SVR become aCII\"C during

March or April (Collins. 1993; Hammerson. 1999) and many of these species become

increasingly diflicult to observe as the daily temperature increases. I also suggesllhat

these values were underestimated because of collecting technique. The usc of drift fences

and funnel traps greatly increased the capture or many species. primarily snakes.

Because this technique was employed only during the Jailer half oCthe 2001 field season.

I expect thallhe frequency of caplUres during the 2000 season and the first halfofthc

2001 field season would have been higher. Drift fences and funnel traps are known to be

one oflhe mosl efficienl methods ofcapturing terrestrial snakes (Greenberg el al.. 1994).

Because the focus of my study was the prairie rattlesnake. most of the efron.

including VES and drift fence placement. was in areas where [expected to find these

snakes. Also. the efficiency of effon was not equivalent among habitat types. For

example. the floodplain. the riparian zone. and sandsage prairie were searched little.

resulting in relatively few observations within these habitats. Visual encounter surveys in

these areas were less effective because of the foliage density. [n areas with dense

vegetation. a relatively small area could be searched pCI' unit of time. For these reasons.

species that prefer these habitat Iypes were underrepresented and were probably more

abundant than my data indicated.
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My sampling techniques also were biased toward larger individuals and larger

species. During VES and vehicle surveys. larger individuals arc more conspicuous than

smaller individuals. Also. smaller individuals are less likely to be captured in funnel

traps. especially when the mesh is tOO large (Com. 1994). On one occaSIOn. I observed a

coachwhip hatchling that was momentarily in the trap and subsequently escaped through

the mesh. One juvenile eastern racer died in a trap trying to squeeze through the mesh.

Accordingly. I suspect that the smaller species and smaller individuals of larger species

were not captured in proponion to their frequency on the ranch. Filch (1993b) also

reponed a similar bias in his studies of the relative abundances of snakes.

Pitfall traps along the drift fences would have increased the captures of small

species (i.e.. plains blackhead snake). terrestrial amphibians. and the smaller individuals

of larger species (Rush. 1981: Greenberg et al.. I99.J). The use of this technique would

have provided more information on the distribution. abundance. age structure, and size

structure of amphibian and reptile populations within the SVR. Pitfalls were not used

during this sludy because the focus was all capturing large prairie rattlesnakes.

Searching by vehicle. panicularly during mornings and evenings. was the most

efTective way ofobserving many amphibians and reptiles on the SVR. Searching by

vehicle allowed me to cover more area over a shorter time period than searching by foot.

It also gives the observers a higher vantage point from which to scan the environment.

This is panicularly useful in open areas with sparse vegetation such as prairie dog (owns.

The numerous roads and trails that transect the SVR provided openings in the vegetation

for amphibians and reptiles to disperse. forage, and themloregulate, while at the sallle



time making them easier to detec\. Rush (1981) also found searching by vchicle to be the

most effcctive way to search for snakes.

There are seven other species known to occur near SVR Ihat I did nOI observe

during my study. These species might occur on the ranch. but belo\\ -average

precipitation likely decreased the activity of some of these species. making observations

more difficult. Both 2000 and 2001 were abnormally dry with near drought conditions

(Kansas Water Office. 2003). These seven species are discussed in the Appendix under

··SPECIES OF POSSIBLE OCCURRENCE ON SVR··.

Suggestions (or fllfllre slin'e\'s and mOll/tormg

Shon-term herpetological inventories provide lin Ie infomlation. primarily because

most amphibian, reptile. and tunic species generally arc secretive and their activities are

highly seasonal (Maekessy. 1998). Thus. such suryeys should include three to fi\'e years

of extensive field work throughout Ihe activ.. season (~·Iackessy. 1998). Such an

eXlensive survey might ameliorate the effects of yearly weather patterns (Mackessy.

1998). Multiple year surveys also provide the best population estimates frOlll which to

guide the establishment of management goals (Mackessy. 1998). I suggest the need for

funher, more extensive investigation on the SVR.

For future surveys and monitoring, I suggest a more rigorous sampling regime.

The survey should begin by mid-April (Mackessy. 1998). Drift fences should be placed

throughout the ranch. with proponional trapping efron within each major habitat type. A

minimum of five drift fence/funnel trap arrays per habitat should be used. with large

pitfalliraps incorporated into each array. Visual encounter surveys. panicularly those



done by vehicle. should be done with effort similar to or exceeding that of my surveys.

Searching by vehicle should be done between 0700 and 1100 and bet\\ een 1900 and 2400

to ensure consistency and greatest number of ObSefyalions. particularly during the

wamler months when most amphibian and reptile aClivity occurs.

A more thorough audio survey for caBing amphibians. particularly during the

spring. is needed. Audio surveys for anurans also should be conducted dunng and afler

rains from March through August (Zimmennan. 1994). This method should effectively

sample spring, summer. and opportunistic breeders. Audio surveys should be held from

18:00 to 24:00 (Zimmemlan. 1994). AI the time of the surveys. wind speeds should be

minimal 10 allow fOf maximum detection. Audio surveys can be used 10 eSllmate relalive

abundances. breeding habitat. and the breeding phenology of each species. as well as

being the most effective way of inventorying species composition (Zimmennan. 199-l).

Audio surveys will provide more infonnation 0I11he distribution and abundance of

potential breeding sites within the SVR and the species using each site. Potential

breeding sites also should be seined to detect amphibian lan'ae. The availability of

potential breeding sites and the duration of water retention greatly influence recruitment

and population sizes (Duellman and Trueb. 1986). Baseline knowledge of breeding sites

could be crucial in developing conservation and management practices. Thorough audio

sUfveys were not conducted in Ihis study because interior Irails and roads were often

impassible during and after rain and because other objecu\'es often look priority.

The species richness and relative abundances of amphibians and reptiles oflhe

SVR that I have provided are only a small step toward developing a consen'ation strategy
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for this fragment ofnalive prairie. These data provide a basis for management and serve

as a starting point for monitoring long-tenn changes in amphibian and reptile popul:l\ions

(Mackessy. 1998). Conservation orlhesc valuable componentS orthe shongrass prame

ecosystem is important because these animals serve as early warning sl!,'llals of

environmental changes and 3rc indicators of overall ecosystem health (Corn and

Peterson, 1996: Mackcssy. 1998). The responses of these organisms to habital alteration

(i.e.. burning and grazing) should be monitored closely. Also. more detailed studies of

the IWO threatened species. the green load (8u/o deb/lis) and the longnose snake. \\ !thin

the ranch are needed. The SVR might serve as an important refuge for Ihese species. as

well as other sensitive specics.

In order 10 conserve Ihe herpetological diversity withinlhe SVR. I offer some

recommendations. First. grazing intensity must be closely monitored. According to

Mackessy (1998). "Mainlcnance of populalions of all species of amphibians and reptiles

is compatible with sound cattle ranching practices as long as overgrazing and fouling of

water sources does nOI occur". In panicular. specific care should be taken 10 mailllain

amphibian breeding sites. Second. prairie dog to\\l1S must be maimained. Prairie dog

burrows provide critical shelter for several species. Prairie dog towns increase the

herpetological diversity of the shongrass pr:.lirie especially when mixed wilh prairie

dog-free areas (Krelzer and Cully_ 2001). A third recommendation is that the rock quarr)'

remains unailercd. This quarry provides rocky habital that is olherwisc sparse within the

SVR



The effects of fire on amphibians and reptiles are relatively unknown. However.

fire within prairie ecosystems increases the diversity of both plams and animals by

creating a more heterogeneous landscape at both small and large scales (Risser. 1990).

Swdies have shown that periodic fire has a positive effect on some rodent populalions.

such as the deer mouse (PeromysclIs mamcillaws) and the cotton rat (Slgmodoll JIIspuils)

(Kaufman and Kaufman. 1997). This positive effect on rodents that are prey for a

number of snake species probably has an indirect positive effect on these snakes as well

and might warrant funher investigation.
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followed by the sex ofeach turtle (M=male. F=female). The dates refer

to the days thai the turtles were located, along with the distances the turtle

moved between locations. The bottom line shows the total number ofdays



,-
each tun Ie was tracked and the total distance moved during

Ihal period 89

S. Relative abundances of the herpelofauna of the Smoky Valley Ranch

by habitat type. See text for descriptions of habitat lypes. Column headmgs

under each habitat type refer to the total number of individuals observed (N)

and catch per unit effort values (x 100). "VES" refers to the values from

the visual encounter survey and are based on 63 person-hours in shongrass.

23 person-hours in sandsage. 156 person-hours in outcrops. and 33

person-hours search the river and pools. "Traps" refers to values calculated

from the number of trap-nights in each habitat and are based on ~~6 trap-nights

in shortgrass and 112 trap-nights in sandsage. "CPUF' refers to catch

per unil effort from vehicle surveys and is based on 100.75

vehicle-hours 90
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Tahle I.

E"rr...." •• ",.. ""...r.~

I Numot'r 0'
ratllt'

St'gmcnt~ N Snout-\'clltlcnj!th (111111) wci·ht (•• ) N Snout'lCntlt'li .tIL (nHlll w('i'htl")

• 2 537 t/-4.0(533-541) 120 +/-4.0(116-124) , 770 3.'1
5 20 628 +1. 12.2 (515-736) 192 1/·12.3(102-318) 13 627 +/- 11.8 (585-742) 208 f/. 22.4 (140.452)

6 19 728 +I_ 16.5 (635-867) 300 II· 26.9 (152-474) 12 670 II- 6.8 (629·702) 229 1!·79(11}2.290)
7 18 826 If. 13 6 (750-965) 442 fl· 24.0(232-678) 19 792 +/. 13.4 (675-880) 363 fl. 187 (212-490)

8 ,. 828 f/.168(741-895) 440 i/· 33.5 (290-636) 13 822 +/·13.1 (740·891) 393 +/· 17.7 (21l{,·492)

9 '0 846 II· 130 (756·889) 445 +/.46.3 (250-614) 5 872 +/- 15.9(833-923) 453 +/· 1{15 (420·511)

'0 8 858 II· 158 (776·914) 45') t/_ 40.5 (326-698) 12 884 +1-15.8{8ID·IOID) 500 11- 24 81.140.(11)

" • 794 +/- 23 0 (757·832) 341 +/.23.3(291-400) 7 889 1/- 27.0 (789·975) 527 +1- .1'/.8 (360·6QO)
12 6 864 1/- 9.4 (834·896) 45' '·28.0 (334·504) 5 92.1 '/·24.3 (845·967) 575 ./- 2'/.8\4K3·630)

13' ] 882+!- 207(858-923) 549 +/· 69.2 (462·686) ,. 950 fl· 23.2 (844.10761 6311/-406(440-862)

00'.,



FE~IAU:S

Table 2_

MALES
fljumOtr 01

raltle

Sl'~rI1l'nu N SnOul-HIlIIl'nclh (1II1ll) wl'i -hI (e) N SIlQul-\'l'111 kll 'Ih (mm) wei -ht {'I

4 I 113 90 1 569 +1. 80 0 (489-649) 146 fl· 560(90·2021
5 9 655tl· 18.4 (590·730\ 209 +1· 21.8 (140· '00) Il 636 -1-/. 10.1 (585-689) 204 1/.85(146.240)
6 IS 697 t-/_ 102 (58l· 769) 252+/-131 (125·344) Il 704t-/·154(61O·774} 25011- 13.0(110 nO)
7 II 114 t-/_ 128 (590·861) 380 -". 14 9 (244.490) 6 191 -1-/. 144 (135·827) 313 t/· 29 I (2C)0·4RO)
8 lJ 194 1/.116(672-903) 402 t-/_ 24.8 (190·735) 14 831 1/.\30(142.916) 442 1/- 11.5 (330·5(){))
9 7 801 fl. 12 I (160·837) 414 t-,_ 281 (350-524) 17 843 1/. 12 2 (160·922) 4311l- 11,6(1I0·'j45)
10 4 843 1/.4 1 (834-850) 468 -1,'- 400 (352-5JO) 9 924 -II. 14 2 (861·1010) 56'} II· 44 1 (4)O·jH.o)
II .. .. .. 5 913 -1/·164 (861·941) 514 1!·61 l 101(J·6Il0)
12 , 918 +.'. 145 (880-967) 576' ~ 742 (350-782) 1 955 i '. 210 (934_976) 618 fl. 75(610-62'i)

". I 885 500 1 1002 -1/·115 (990·1013) 659 j I- 49 0 (610-708)

,~

~



Tahle J.

MaltS Femaln

Chronolo)O' of 95~/_ confitltt1ct' 9~d/_ confident'l'

segmenlS N Meall widlh (null) l{an 'e {mm) limits (111111) N Mean width (111111) Rail 'e (111111) limits (null) -I_ increase

til'st (bullon) 37 5.25+/·011 3.55-680 5.02·5,48 56 53 I +/.0.05 4.37-650 520- 542
second J7 665 t/·O,13 5,48 - 8.97 6.38 - 6.92 56 6.59 +f_ 009 5.24·8.78 6,40 - 6.78 '01
1I11rd 37 798+/-017 6.39· 10.34 764-832 56 7.97 +1- 0 13 6.08 - 10.80 7.72 - 8.22 17.1
fourlh J7 9.57+/-0,16 7.4(,. 11.58 9.24 - 9.90 56 9,SI-t/-012 7.38 - 11.57 9.28 - 9.74 164

fifth 36 1101 t/-O 17 840-1297 1067-11.35 54 1075 +/-0 11 902-12.46 10.52 - 1098 122
sl~lh 27 11.82 t/-0.[7 9.81 - 1.1,19 11.48-[216 36 11.59 ./- 0 35 10.10 - 14.40 10.88 - 12.10 71
seventh

"
1284-t/-020 11 01 - 14.31 12.43 - 13 25 20 11.40 ./- 0.19 1102-14.26 1200- 121:10 7.3

Cl -hlh • 13.16 +/-0.29 11.91 - 14.63 12.48 - 13.84 8 12.47 tf- 0.20 11.30 - 13.20 12.00-12,94 17

00
v.
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Table 5.

2000 2001

Estimated Mean SVL and Mean # Estimated Mean SVL and Mean#
Age (Yrs) N Range (mml follicles Ranoe Age (Yrs) N Range (mm) follicles Ranoe

2 15 679 (611·767) 5.5 +1- 0.6 2-9 2 12 715 (664.750) 58+1-06 3-10
3 25 827 (750·965) 8.2 +/- 0.9 3-21 3 39 790 (685-903) 8.4 +f· 0.5 4-13
4 7 860 (836-889) 124+/-2.1 3-21 4 2 832 (826-837) 7.5 +f- 2.5 5-10

5,6 8 865 (824-914) 9.4 +f- 2.5 2-22 5,6 6 877 (834-922) 9.8 +f- 1.5 6-15
6- 2 890 (858-923i 55 +1· 3.5 2-9 6- 1 885 4.0 4
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APPENDIX I: ACCOUi\'TS OF SPECIES OCCURRING ON THE SYR

Ambystoma II/al'ort/mll Baird. 1849
Barred Tiger Salamander (Figure AI)

ThroughoUi jls range. Ihe barred liger salamander spends most of ItS lime in the

burrows of other animals. such as the black-tailed prairie dog. emerging only at night or

during and aClcr periods of rain (Collins. 1993). Individuals in Colorado u(ilize any

habitat with nearby water (Hammcrson. 1999). Ephemeral pools devoid of prcdalory

fishes aTC used for breeding. egg-laying. and larval development. The barred liger

salamander is known to be active throughout Ihe majorilY orthe year. when condilions

arc optimal (Collins. 1993). Breeding occurs from December to March.

I observed only four individuals in 2000 and 2001. IWO of \\ hich \\cre in or near

prairie dog towns. The only individual observcd in 2000 was .:In adult that I observed

acti\'e just outside of a prairie dog (Own at 0835 hours. The ranch had received some rain

overnight, and the ground and vcgetation were still wet. Another individual was c:lplUred

in a funnel trap located in a prairie dog town. By the lime the trap was checked. the

salamander had died of dehydration. A third was found in a trap in shortgrass prairie in

the same condition. Both ofthesc individuals appeared to have been active at night in Ihe

absence of precipitalion.

The final individual was found underneath a rock at the quarry on the 9 May

2001. Tiger salamanders often are found beneath rocks during the spring. \\ hi Ie it is still

relatively cool and the average precipitation is higher.

I observed no salamander larvae in any of the pools on the ranch. Many of the

larger pools contained largemouth bass (Microp1er/ls salllloides). green sunfish (Lepomis



cyallelJl/s). and bluegill (Lepomls macrocJllrlls). On 8 ~:1ay 2001. an assistant and I

seined one of (hc more pennanent pools along a small tributary of the Smoky Hill Rl\·er.

This panicular pool contained water year-round in 2000 and 2001. 1'\0 barred tiger

salamanders were collecled. but both bluegill and largemouth bass were presem.

Although the barred tiger salamander was observed infrequently on the ranch. I

expect this species 10 be rather common throughout the ranch. panlcularly in prairie dog

towns. The secretive nature of tiger salamanders makes adults difficult to observe. The

dry conditions of 2000 and 2001 likely also limited above-ground movements. Survcys

during wei years should give a betler indication of the abundance of tiger salamanders on

the SVR.

Voucher specimens (2): I mi. S. 9 mi. E Russell Springs (SeeS. TI3S. R33W). 3

July 2000. CJS 0055. MHP 6778: 2 mi. S. 10 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.n. TI3S.

R33W). 9 May 2001, CJS 0096. MHP 68-19.

Raila blairi Mecham. Littlejohn. Oldham. Brown & Brown. 1973
Plains Leopard Frog (Figure A2)

The plains leopard frog is known to inhabit all aquatic situations throughout the

Great Plains (Collins. 1993: Hammerson. 1999). The plains leopard frog was found

wherever there was pennanent or semipennanem water on the ranch. Several hundred

leopard frogs were observed in 2000 and 2001. the majority of which were along the

periphery of the ephemeral pools along the Smoky Hill River. These frogs also were

observed around tributary pools and in pools created by overflowing stock tanks. Plains

leopard frogs often wander far from water (Collins. 1993). and I observed one adult 110



9.~

m from the Smoky Hill River in the entrance of a rodent burrow In the s3nds3ge

noodpl::lin of the ri\,cr.

Leopard frogs were heard calJing at many localities. panicularly along the mer.

on numerous evenings. The earliest vocaliz:l\lons were heard on S ~lay 2001. Breedlllg

is known to occur as early as February and to extend into early summer (Collins. 1993).

On 6 June 2001. hundreds of tadpoles were observed in pools along the Smoky Hill

River. Metamorphosis can take place anywhere from within three wceks to the following

spring (Collins. 1993).

Voucher specimen (I): 4 mi. S. 9 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.S. TI4S. R33\\'). I

July. 2000. CJS 0054. MHP 6777.

Psell(/acns rrisenaw (Wied·Neuwicd. 1838)
Westcm Chorus Frog (Figure A2)

Collins (1993) suggested that there is linle habitat preference by this species in

Kansas. He listed streams. ditches. and pastures as utilized habitats. with the burrows of

other animals used as retreats. I also have found numerous indi\ iduals under rocks on

hillsides and in pastures in sites throughout Kansas in a variety of habitats.

Consequently. they might be observed under rocks within the SVR. panlcularly:u the

quarry. during the spring and fall when soil under rocks remains moist for longer periods.

Howevcr. I found no individuals in this manncr during my study.

The western chorus frog was heard calling on numerous occasions dunng the

spring of200\. beginning on 5 May. However. no individuals were seen throughout the

study. The frogs were heard calling from many pools along the Smoky Hill Rivcr and

seemed to prefer the larger tributary pools over thc river itself, suggesting that this frog



,.
prefers shongrass prairie over sandy habitats. Tributaries also appeared to contam more

emergent vegelation that is used for breeding in pools created in grassy areas compared to

ephemeral pools along the sandy rivcr channel. There also was a small pool in a dllch

along the westem boundary of tile SVR that retained water for extended periods

following hea\'y rains. Several western chorus frogs were heard calling from this

location on a few occasions. providing funhcr evidence of this species' preference for

grassy areas. This species breeds primarily between February and May (Collins. 1993).

I hypothesize that the westem chorus frog occurs throughout the majority of the

ranch. but rarely is observed because of its small size and secrcti\"c habits outside oCthe

breeding season. A more detailed audio survey for these frogs. particularly in early

spring. likely would provide more infonnation on the distribution of this species on the

SVR.

Voucher specimens (0): No \"ouchLls were obtained.

Spea bambi/rOilS (Cope. 1863)
Plains Spadefoot (Figure Al)

The plains spade foot prefers areas with soft soils along noodplains. as \\ell as

semidesert shrublands. and often utilizes rodent burrows (Collins. 1993: Hamlllerson.

1999). These toads remain buried for extended periods. emerging in the evening from

April to September, particularly during and after periods of rain. They arc opportunistic

breeders. taking advantage of any suitable conditions from early spring throughout the

summer (Collins. 1993).

My observations of this species on the SVR support those reponed by

Hammerson (1999) and Collins (1993). No spadefoots were observed in 2000.



However. six individuals \\ ere captured in 2001. Three indIviduals were collected In

close proximity to one another on the road thai borders Ihe ranch to the south. They \\err

collccled on the night of 18 July 2001 after a hea\'y rain. The adjacent habitats \\ere a

CRP field 10 Ihe south and shongrass prairie on the ranch SIde.

The Ihree oiller individuals were eaplured in funnel traps. One of lhese was

wilhin a prairie dog lown. whereas the other two were in grazed shongrass pr:une. All

three of these individuals apparenlly were active al nigh! without recelll precipitation.

They were found on 26 July. 30 July. and 7 Augusl 2001. respccl1vely. These findings

indicate that activity is nOl limited to periods during or following precipitation.

The plains spadefoot also is likely to occur throughout the SVR. but It IS observed

rarely because of its highly secretive habits. As with lhe weslem chams frog. a more

extensivc audio survey after periods of rain likely \\ ould provide more infonuation on the

distribution oflhis species. It is likel) Ihat the pools along the Smoky Hill R1\ er arc used

as breeding sites. Howcver. in 2000 and 2001. the load was ne\'cr heard calling on the

ranch and no tadpoles were observed.

Voucher specimens (2): 7 mi. S. II mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.23. 1'145. R33W).

18 July 2001. CJS 0123. 012... ~11HP 6889. 6890.

Bulo lI'oodhouslI Girard. 1854
Woodhouse's Toad (Figure A3)

The Woodhouse's load is known (Q prefer 10\\ lands. sandy areas. floodplains. and

river valleys. and is active from March to September (Collins. 1993; Hamlllerson. 1999).

The Woodhouse's toad was one oCthe most abundant and easily observed species on Ihe

SVR. It was found in all habitat types within the boundaries oCthe ranch. They were
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extremely abundant on the sandy noodplain of the Smoky Hill River. particularly near

ephemeral pools. Males also were heard calling from these areas on a fe\\ occasions as

carly as 8 May 2001. They arc known to breed opportunistically from March!O August

(Collins, 1993). On 6 June 2001. I observed hundreds of tadpoles and nc\\ ly

metamorphosed toads along the Smoky Hill River.

The Woodhouse"s load primarily was active in the moming and evening. with

peak activit)' during and after rain. Individuals were observed on imenor trails

throughout the ranch. as well as Oil all maintained perimeter roads ne:uly evcry night

during the vchicle VES. They also were found at night congregating in pools and around

stock tanks. Several individuals also were observed among or beneath rocks at se\'eral of

the rock outcrops and breaks throughout the ranch. These retreats appeared to hold

moisture for long periods.

One interesting observation concerning Ihis species was an individual that had the

posterior third of its body. including both hind limbs. eaten off. However. the toad was

still alive. Nearby was a splatter or blood. suggesting that the toad might have been

dropped by an avian predator.

Voucher specimens (2): 6 mi. S. 8 mi. E Russell Spnngs (Sec. I7. T1..JS. R33W). 7

July. 2000. CJS 0058. MHP 6781: 5 mi. S. 8 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.30. T13S,

R33W). I July 2000. MRB 0007. MHP 6792.

Acris crepll(lIlS Baird. 185-1
Northern Cricket Frog (Figure A1)

The northern cricket frog prefers the shallow water of streams and ponds

containing muddy beach-like banks (Collins. 1993). My observations at this site. as well



'"
as my observations at other sites lhroughoul Kansas. show thai this species is common in

all pennanent or scmi-pemlanent aquatic sitU:llions. regardless of depth or substralC.

The nonhem cricket frog \\ as common along the Smoky Hill Rl\ cr \\ hCfen:r

there was water. Several indi\'iduals \\ ere heard calling in spring and early summer

along these ephemeral pools as early as 8 May 2001. They typically breed from April 10

July (Collins. 1993). This species Iypically called from the edge oCthe \\ alef or on a

perch. such as a stick. that hung over the water.

Cricket frogs are known to a\'oid deep water (Collins. 1993). I observed this

behavior on numerous occasions during 2000 and 2001. When threatened. these frogs

relreated imo w:ner and quickly returned to the bank. This likely is a survival strategy to

avoid predation by a variety of aquatic predators. They also are known to wander from

water (Collins. 1993). This behavior was nOl observed on the SVR and IS unlikely in the

more arid regions of this species' range.

Voucher specimens (5): 4.5 mi. S. 8.5 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.27. T 13S.

R33W). 15 August 2000. CJS 0081·0085. MHP 6830·68)4.

Che~\'(ir(l serpellflll(l (Linnacus. 1758)
Common Snapping Tunic (Figure A4)

The common snapping tun1e is known to inhabit nearly all aquatic habltats. and

often wanders far from water. panicularly during late May and carly July. when gravid

females are searching for nesting sites (Collins. 1993: Hammerson. 1999). I did not

observe this behavior in 2000 or 2001. The common snapping turtle was observed only

twice on the SVR during the study (8 r..lay. 17 July 2001). The first specimen was

observed in a tributary pool of the Smoky Hill River. The pool only held water for a
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shon period in spring but was in close proximity 10 the most pennanent pool on the

ranch. The substrate was sill and there was an abundance ofelllcrgcllt and shoreline

\·cgetation.

The second individual was observed in a pool along the Smoky Hill River. The

pool was shallow wilh a mixed substrate of sand and silt. AI Ihis site. there was no

emergent vegetation bUI a variety of shoreline vegetation. This turtle also quickly

burrowed. avoiding caplure. I think the common snapping IUOIe is uncommon on the

SVR. primarily because orthe lack of permanent water.

Voucher specimens (0): No vouchers were obtained.

Kinos/emOIl j1(II'eSCells (Agassiz. 1857)
Yellow Mud Turtle (Figure AS)

During 2000 and 2001 three live yello\\ mud turtles were observed. and one shell

was found. The shell was discovered in the den of an eastern wood rat. logcther with the

shell of an ornate box lunlc. The den was underneath an ovel1urned stock tank located

several hundred meters from the Smoky Hill River in sandsage prairic.

The three live individuals were observcd in 2001. The first was found on S May

in a tributary pool. This pal1icular pool was shallow with a silt substrate and contained

no emergent vegetation and little shorelinc vegctation. the preferred habitat of this

specics (Collins. 1993). The pool frequcntly was used by callie as a watering hole. This

specimen was ofpanicular interest because it possessed abnonnal numbers ofdigits on

both its forelimbs. The left manus possessed cight digits. including claws. and thc right

manus possessed seven clawed digits. The second individual was observed on 6 June in a
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sand wilh some slit.

The final observation was an individual thaI was active on open ground the

morning after an evening rain. It was on the eastern side of the ranch in shortgrass

prairie. There was a small pond nearby similar to the cattle watering hole described

3OO\'e. This pond held water only a short time and was dry when I observed the turtle.

The yellow mud tun Ie is uncommon on the SVR. probably due to the lack of

pcnnanent water. hut it might be locally common during wei years.

Voucher specimens (2): 4.5 mi. S. 7.5 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.8. T14S.

R33W). 16 August 2000. CJS 0063. MHP 6800. Shell only; 3.5 mi. S. 8.5 mi. E Russell

Springs (Sec. 5. T14S. R3JW). 8 May 2001. CJS 0092. MHP 6844.

Chrysemys picfa (Schneider. 1783)
Painled Tunle (Figure A6)

The painted turtle prefers shallow slow-moving water of any kind and is active

from March to October when temperatures are above 2QoC (68°F) (Collins. 1993). In

eastern Colorado, this species colonizes temporary pools and migrates back to morc

pemlanent pools when the former pools dry up (Hammerson. 1999).

The painted turtle was common locally in the more pennanent pools along the

Smoky Hill River and its tributaries. The most pernlanent tributary poot. described

earlier, always contained several of these turtles, which were observed easily when

basking. They seemed to prefer pools with available basking sites and emergent and

shoreline vegelation. They also were observed in this immediale area in spring mO\·jng

between pools.

99
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I expecllhis species 10 be found in any aquatic silUation on the $VR. returning to

the more pennancnl pools when others dry up. This is likely the reason Ihal this species

was common locally al these more permanent pools during the majority of the 2000 and

2001 field seasons.

Voucher specimens (l): 3.5 mi. S. 8.5 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.5. TI4$.

R441V). 8 May 2001. CJS 0093. 0094. MHP 6845, 6846.

Terrapelle ornata (Agassiz. 1857)
Ornate Box Turtle (Figure A7)

The ornate box turtle reaches its peak abundance in Kansas on the open prairies of

western third or lite state (Collins. 1993) and also is locally common throughout eastern

Colorado (Hammerson. 1999). This lerreslrlal turtle inhabits areas of shongrass prairie

and sandhills. particularly those that contain soapweed and plains prickly pear cactus

(Royal. 1982: Collins. 1993; Hammerson. 1999). In the Nebraska sandhil1s. this species

prefers upland prairie habitats (Converse et al.. 2002). The SVR contains a large amount

of these preferred habitats. and ornate box turtles were abundant. panicularly in areas of

shortgrass prairie. In 2000 and 2001 this was one of the most commonly observed

species on the ranch.

During my study, a total of 69 individual ornate box tunles were obsen'ed. Of

these. 34 (49.3%) were obsen'ed active within both grazed and ungrazed shongrass

prairie. The majority were obsen'ed crossing interior trails. Another three individuals

were obsen'ed active within prairie dog towns. Thiny-two individuals (46.4%) were

observed on the maintained sandy roads. seven of which were dead on the road (DOR).
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No individuals were observed within the sandsagc pr.lirie: however. some

individuals were observed near these areas. One indi vidual thm \\ as tracked by

radiotelemetry for a shon period crossed the river and entered the sandsage habitat. \\ here

it remamed for approximately two weeks. Ithmk Ihal this species was common in sandy

areas. and that the limited time spent searching in such habitats influenced my results.

Ornate box tunics are actiw from April 10 October (Hammerson. 1999). In

spring and fall, most movemcll1 occurs at midday. whereas mosl activity is in the

morning and late afternoon In the summer months when temperatures are higher

(Hammcrson. 1999). COllverse et al. (2002) suggested peak activity between 0800 and

1000. i\ly observations supponed those reponed by Hammcrson (1999). Most of my

observations wcre from May to Septcmber at air tcmperatures ranging from IS.3°-29.-1°C

(65°_85°F). Thc species showed two main daily activity periods. from 0800-1100 and

from 1900-2200.

Most of my obscrvations of radio·tracked individuals were during the day when

the tunics were inactive. Convcrse et al. (2002) also noted thal tunles were inactive at

80010 of the known locations during their study. During periods of inactivity. ornate box

tunles either retreated into large mammal burro\\"s. including those of the black-tailed

prairie dog. swi ft fox (Jill/pes I'e/ox). and badger (Ttlxidea {(I.\'lIs). or dug shallow burrows

benealh vegetation. Tunics often were found beneath small soap\\eed and sand

sagebrush plants and among broom snakeweed and japanesc brollle plums. Conversc et

31. (2002) also found abandoned mammal burro\\"s and small soapweed plants to be the

primary shelters of these turtles during periods ofin3ctivily. Two individuals were
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observed buried in the mud within dense stands of sedges along the Smoky Hill RIver

and one of its small tributaries. The turtles burrowed so that their head and limbs were

protected_ leaving the shell protruding from the soil or \·cgetation. This beha\'ior likely

protected the turtles from the heat. as well as preventing predalion. It was difficullto

remove these turtles from such burrows.

Home ranges for this species are relatively small and variable with considerable

o\'erlap (Hammerson. 1999). They are known to mO\'e 60-90 m per day (Hammerson.

1999). Box lurtles also possess excellent navigational skills. moving up to 3.2 km to their

homc range after being displaced (Hammerson. 1999).

In 2001. 13 adull omate box turtles were equipped with radiotransmitters. The

first turtles equipped with transmitters were captured. marked. wired. and released. The

transmitters were wired to lhe posterior margin of the carapace by drilling two small

holes into the shell and running electrical wire through the holes. A groc)\'e was cut into

lhe paraffin wax coating of the transmitter 10 facilitate allachment with electrical wire.

This method worked only for a short period because the wires broke. Se\ eral

transmitters were recovered with little data collected. This mel hod was improved upon

by adding two·part epoxy to adhere the transmitter directly to the carapace of the turtle.

This method worked on all but one individual. which lost the scute 10 which the

transminer was attached.

A total of 58 rccaptures wcre recorded from 3 July to 22 October. Individuals

were relocated from zero to 12 times after the initial capture and release. The longest

duration of tracking was 88 days. I analyzed the movemenls ofonly six of these
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individuals (four females and two males) because the others wcre located fcwer than four

timcs. Figurc A7 shows the approximatc locations of each of thcse turtles within the

SVR.

The six ornate box turtles mO\'cd anywhcre from 1601 m over a five-day period 10

no movement at all over a scven-day period within thc activc scason. Mean daily

movcments between each relocation ranged from 0 m to 320 111. Although the tunIcs were

not tracked over the entire active season. my data suggested that ornate box turtles mowd

an mean of 34 III pcr day (n = 47) within their activity ranges from the beginning of July

through hibernation. Table 7 provides thc dates that each tunIc was located. including

the date ofcapture and release. and thc distances between each succcssive relocation.

The total number of days that each turtlc was tracked and the total linear distance

betwcen sites is shown on the bottom line of Table 7. The data provided in Table 7 were

ploued on Figures A84A 12. indicating directional movcmcnts.

Two of the tracked turtles showed rather interesting movement patterns. These

two individuals initially were captured on an interior vehicle trail. Nearly all oCthe

subsequent relocations of both individuals were madc cither on the trail itself. or in closc

proximity to the trail (Figure A8). Another marked individual was observcd three times

over a 20-day period in approximately the same location along the same trail. Thesc data

suggested that ornate box turtles might utilizc man-made trails and roads for foraging.

The clearings created by such paths likely allow efficient foraging for vision-oriented

foragers such as box turtlcs. I observed two individuals eating darkling beetlcs

(Tenebrionidae) along a sand road and an interior trail. providing anecdotal support for
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clearings ill the vegetation.

My tracking data indicated that these turtles generally moved small distances

day-ta-day, and even week·to-\\ eek. Howc\'cr. some individuals were 10s1 rather

quickly. which suggested that they either moved exceptionally long distances. or the

transmitters failed.

From II July to 22 September 2001. I marked. measured. and released a tOlal of

29 individual omlllc box tunles. Orillcsc. only one was recaptured. This individual was

first marked on 12 July. recaptured on 17 July. and recaptured again on 1 August. All

observations were in the same vicinity on a trail. Several of these marked individuals

were observed in the same areas as others. supporting Hammerson's (1999) claim that

home ranges overlap. It also was common to see several box turtles utilizing the same

areas simultaneollsly.

Of the marked individuals. 10 (34.5~o) were males and 19 (65.5~o) were females.

Combining records for the sexes. they ranged in sizc from 99-161 mill in carapace length,

with a mean of 133.6 mm. These data. together with my other obscrvations. suggestcd

thai populations on the $VR appeared to be dominated by adulls. Hammcrson (1999)

also reported this to be the easc in Colorado, but he suggestcd that juveniles likely are

more cryptic than rare. I observed only one jU\'enile throughout my study. which

appeared to be a hatchling.

Breeding occurs in spring or late summer/early fall (Hammerson. 1999).

observed what appeared to be reproductive behavior on only one occasion. At 19:40 on
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30 August 2001. I observed a lone male on a trail. As [ released the tunle. [ obscrved thc

movement of anolher nearby IOnle. This tun Ie was an aduh male thai was wilh a fcmale

and another male that was upside down, This latter lOrtIe's position likely was the result

of antagonistic behavior between two potentially reproductive males. Males are known

to engage in combat in the presence of a receptive female (Hammerson. 1999).

I found abandoned mammal burrows 10 be the primary ovcr-wintering sites of

ornate box turtles. Large holes. likely created by carnivores. such as badgers. swifl foxes.

and coyotes. were used. Converse et al. (2002) suggested that over-wintering behavior in

Ihe Nebraska sandhills usually is initiated after I OClober. My observations suggested

Ihat activity ceases and dens are occupied in late September and early October. Ornate

box turtles often return to the same hibcmacula year after year (Converse et al.. 2002).

The diet oflhe ornate box IOnle consists primarily ofmsects. induding beelles.

caterpillars. grasshoppers. and crickets (Hammerson, 1999). [observed this specics

eating darkling beetles (Tenebrionidae) on numerous occasions. This species also will

dig through cow dung for insects (Hammerson. 1999). This behavior was observed on

one occasion during my study. Box tunics also scavcnge on cam Oil. and they eat prickly

pear caclus froilS and flo\\ ers (Hammerson. 1999).

The ornate box turtle is listed on the Convention on International Trade in

Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna (CITES) Appendix II list (Hammcrson. 1999).

The species is not threatened currently. bUI populations could sufTer if trade and

exponation are not controlled. According to Hammerson. there has been a long-teml

decline in nalOral populations. likely due to agricultural development. which box tunics
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do not tolerate well. The $VR potentially serves as a refuge for;) large number of these

tunles. To quote Harnmerson (1999) the recent shortgrass prairie conservation

initiative of The NalUre Consen'noc)' and its cooperators offers a mcchamsm for the

prolection of significant areas of high quality hahitat for the box turtle and its fello\\

prairie residenls:"

Voucher specimen (1): 12 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.14. T135. R33W). 1 July

2000. CJS 0056. MHP 6779.

CllellluJophoTUS sexl",earll$ (Linnacus. 1766)
Six-lined Raccrunner (Figure A13)

The six-lined raccrunner utilizes a varicl)' ofhabilats. including plains grassland.

roadsides. sandhi lis. floodplains. and rocky outcrops. as long as the vegetation is sparse

(Hammcrson. 1999). [n weSlem Kansas. it is IllOSI abundanl in natural sand prairie and

river floodplains (Royal. 1982: Collins. 1993). This species is active from May to

AuguSt. panicularly between the hours of 1200 and 1600 (Collins. 1993; Harnmerson.

1999). It is lolerant orhigh temperatures and actually prefers temperatures ranging from

]2°·35°C (89.6°· 95°F) (Royal. 1982; Collins, 1993).

The six·1ined racerunner \\ as abundant on the SVR. panicularly on the floodplain

of the Smoky Hill River and in associated sandsage prairie, where hundreds of

individuals were observed during lhe sludy. It also was common around the many rock

outcrops and breaks in lhe vegetation that were scattered throughout the ranch. I also

observed several individuals on lhe maintained roads that surround the ranch and on

several of the interior trails. These lr:lils and TOads likely pro\,jdc dispersal corridors,

allowing individuals to travel between patches of suitable habilat Several individuals
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bases of the bluffs. where \'egetation was sparse.

Although most individuals were observed in the abo\'e habitats. some indi\'iduals

were observed in less suitable habitats. For example, individuals occasionally were

observed near prairie dog towns. This association could be a function of the proximity of

the prairie dog towns to more suitable habitats or the use ofcan Ie trails as dispersal

corridors.

Six-lined racerunners were captured in Ii\'e oflhe len drift·fence funnel trap

arrays. They were particularly easy to caplure in such traps in areas of sandsage prairie.

However, this species might be territorial. occupying certain defended areas. Individuals

were captured easily in funnel traps for only about one week after the initial setting.

After this time, trapping success dropped dramatically. which might suggest that some

animals learn to a\'oid the traps after being c3ptured.

During June and July. the six-lined racerunner was one of the few species active

at mid-day. when temperatures were high. During cooler periods of inactiyity. 11 was

found under rocks at several of the outcrops.

Voucher specimens (2): ~ mi. S, 9 mi. E Russell Spnngs. (Sec.S. T I~S, R33W).

July 2000. CJS 0053. MHP 6776; 3.5 mi. S. 8.5 mi. E Russell Springs. (Sec.5. Tl4S.

R33W). 15 May 2001. CJS 0097. MHP 68~0.

Scelopol'lls /lndlllalllS (Bosc & Daudin. 180 t)
Eastern Fence Lizard (Figure A 14)

In western Kansas and easlern Colorado. the eastern fence lizard prefers 10\\

sandy areas, and are3S along rock outcrops, particularly limestone and sandstone (Collins,
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1993; Hammerson. 1999). They are active from March to October at ambicni

tempcralUrcs above 21.1 °C (70°F), with most activity from 11 :()()..I ):00 and 15:00-17:00

(Collins. 1993).

The fence lizard \\ as common on the SVR and was found in a vanel)' ofhabil31s.

It appeared to prefer areas with any type of structure, particularly limestone and

sandstone outcrops. In contrast to the six-lined racerunner. which preferred open ground.

this species usually was observed in habitats with venical structure, often clinging to the

undersides or faces of rocks. Some individuals were observed in Ihc same locations on

several differem occasions. Individuals have small home ranges ofone-tenlh ofan acre

(Collins. 1993). which is likely the explanation for this phenomenon.

The eastern fence lizard was most abundam at the quarry. where there was an

abundance of rocks and crevices. They seemed to prefer the rock faces and the base of

the outcrop rather than the uniforn1 flats above. The lesser earless lizard (Holbrookia

maclilata) showed the reverse. being extremely abundant on top of the bluffs and rarely

observed on Ihe faces or base.

Eastern fence lizards also were observed at several of the wash-outs throughout

the ranch. particularly where there were rock outcrops. Individuals also \\ere observed in

the sandy river floodplain and the riparian zone. Several individuals were observed in the

sandsage prairie: however. it is likely thai they were more common III Ihe riparian zone.

where there was an abundance of both horizontal and vertical structure. Only one

individual was observed in this habitat (on a Iree). bUI sampling was focussed primarily

on other habitats.
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These lizards also utilize man·made struclUres. Beginning on 2 August 2001.

many indi\,jduals began utilizing OUf drift fences. As many 3Slhree individuals could be

observed on a fence alone lime. Males generally have up to three females in their

territory (Collins. 1993). At least four of lhe fences contained fence lizards by the end of

August. These four fences WCfe in close proximity to rock oUlcrops. where several

individuals had been observed previously. After the initial colonization oCthe fences.

these individuals were observed regularly. The black color oCthe fence likely aided in

thermoregulation. particularly as temperalUres began 10 drop in the fall. Although they

colonized the fences, they were nevcr captured in the funnel traps,

Voucher specimen (I): 5 mi. S. 8 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.S. TI-SS. R33\\'). 26

June 2000. MRS 0002. MHP 6787.

Holbrookia maculara Girard. 1851
Lesser Earless Lizard (Figure A 15)

[n eastem Colorado and westem Kansas. the lesser earless lizard typically inhabits

any areas with expanses of open ground and sparse vcgetation. including sandhi lis. sandy

river floodplains, plains grassland, din and sand roads. and prairie dog towns (Collins.

1993; Hammerson. 1999). This lizard was abundant on the ranch. inhabiting many of the

same habitats as the six·lined racerunner. On the SVR. thc lesser earless lizard

commonly was observed in the Smoky Hill River floodplain and surrounding sandsage

prairie. This appeared to be the habitat where the species reached its peak abundance on

the ranch. Royal (1982) also found this species to reach its peak abundance in sandsage

prairie and sandy river floodplains in Finney County.
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Several individuals were observed al many of the wash-ouls and limestone

OUlcrops throughout the ranch. as long as vegetation was sparse. This species prefers

loose soils (Collins. 1993): however. many oflhese localilles had substrates or hard soil

and even solid limestone. At these localities. the populations appeared to be rather small.

with the exception of the quarry area. The nonhwest bluff of the quarry contained a large

popu lation of carless lizards.

This species is tolerant of high temperatures. wilh primary activity 31 air

temperatures ranging from 25°C (77°F) to 41°C (I05.8°F) (Royal. 1982). During

extreme heat they become inactive and seek shelter in burrows and shade. They also

avoid heal by climbing in vegetation (Hammerson. 1999). I observed this behavior on

numerous occasions. During periods of extrcme hcal. these lizards became fatigucd

quickly when chased and anempted to lower their body temperatures by panting and

climbing vegetal ion.

The lesser earless lizard is terrilOrial. Territories generally contain several

individuals ofbolh sexes wilh one dominant male (Collins. 1993). Males display

dominance by doing "push-ups" and head bobbing (Royal. 1982: Collins. 1993).

Females also become tenilOrial when they arc gravid. exhibiling these same beha\'iors. as

well as tail wagging (Royal, 1982; Collins. 1993). Gravid females also exhibit reverse

sexual dimorphism. becoming brightly colored with orange laterally and \'cmrally under

the chin. These behaviors and the change in coloration is thought to discourage couning

males (RoyaL 1982). These tenilorial behaviors by both sexes were observed during our
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study. On one occasion. a gr:lxid female altacked an inlruding male after the temtonal

display behavior failed to discourage the male.

Voucher specimens (2): 2 mi. S. 10 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.27. T13S. R33\\').

I August. 2000. CJS 0080. MHP 6829: 2 mi. S. 10 rni. E Russell Springs (Sec.27. T13S.

R33\\'). 26 June. 2000. MRB 0005. MHP 6790.

T{/1I1i!la I/igrlceps Kcnnicolt. 1860
Plains Blackhead Snake (Figure A16)

The plains blackhead snake is a highly secretive semi-fossonal species thai

inhabits rocky hillsides of plains grassland and areas along prairie streams (Collins.

1993). This species also occurs in sand hills and rocky canyons (Hammerson. 1999).

This snake is thought to be primarily nocturnal. bUI !inle is known of its activity and

behavior (Collins, J993). In areas of preferred habitat. blackhead snakes can be found

beneath rocks. wood. dried CO\\· dung. yucca plants. and in rOiling logs. Occasionally.

they are observed acti"e above ground. primarily :1I night (HamOlerson. 1(99). They arc

known to be active from April to October (Collins. 1993).

I observed only three individuals in 2000 and 200 [. All three were beneath rocks.

The first two were found at the same local it)' on the eaSlcm side of the ranch (under

different rocks) on S May and 30 May 2001. At this localit)'. there were sevcrallarge

limestone blocks that appeared to be the remains of a building foundation. The

surrounding habitat was slightl), grazed shongrass prairie with a small draw. The other

indi"idual was observed beneath a rock at the southem ponion of the quarry on6 June

2001.
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My observations suggested that this species was uncommon on the SVR.

However. detection is difficult in areas where there are no rocks. such as sandhills and

sandsage prairie. I observed no indi\'iduals in these areas. However. Royal (1982)

captured four individuals in sandy habitats in Finney County. According to Hammerson

(1999). it is likely more widespread and abundant than we know. Blackhead snakes

easily escape detection. e\'cn in areas where they are common. because ofthclr secretive

nature. Voucher specimen (I): 2 mL S. 12.5 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.25, Tl3S.

R33W). 8 May. 2001. CJS 0091. MHP 68-l.8.

Lalllpropelris ,rial/gil/ifill LaccpCde. 1788
Milk Snake (Figure A16)

In western Kansas and eaStern Colorado. milk snakes inhabit rocky ledges of

prairie canyons and the edges of streams (Collins. 1993). as well as shongrass prairie.

sandhi lis. and shrubby hillsides (Royal. 1982: Hammerson. 1999). They generally are

activc from April to Novcmber and they arc diurnal until the summer heat causes thcm to

become nocturnal (Collins. 1993). ~llilk snakes are observed beneath rocks. which arc

likely imponant as pan of a pal1em ofthennoregulation (Collins. 1993). In the absence

of rocks. they likely utilize rodent burrows and the bases of plants (Royal. 1982).

On the SVR. I observed only two individuals. both of which were found beneath

rocks on a small rock outcropping in the southwest comer of the ranch. They were both

found on 15 May 2001 at an air temperature of 35°C (95°F). I also found a shed skin

among the rocks at the quarry. This species can be cxpected throughout the ranch. where

there are appropriate cover objects. Royal (1982) captured two indi\'iduals in pitfalls
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within the diamond-shaped center of four center pivot irrigation fields on cuhi\':ncd land.

indicating that this species can inhabit modified habitats.

My observations suggested that this species was uncommon on the SVR.

However. Hammerson (1999) stated Ihat Ihe species is locally common in some areas of

eastern Colorado, where its abundance is uncertain because of ils secrclive nature.

Typically, it is observed infrequently, even in intensively sludied areas. Accordingly,

ahhough no individuals were observed at the quarry area in 2000 or 2001, Ilhink Ihis

snake is more common there thun my data suggest because of the number of rocks.

Voucher specimen (I): 7 mi. S, 8 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.20, TI~S. R33W).

15 May, 2001. CJS 0098. MHP 6841.

LamprQpelflS gel/lla (Linnaeus. 1766)
Common Kingsnake (Figure A17)

In western Kansas and eastern Colorado, Ihe common kingsnake is found in open

shortgrass prairies, particularly ncar slreams (Collins, 1993; Hammerson, 1999). They

are active from April 10 October, with seasonal activity pauems similar 10 Ihat described

for the milk snake (Collins, 1993).

I observed four large adult common kingsnakes on the SVR III 2001. The first

individual was found by the ranch manager's dog in a flower garden at his residence on

16 May 2001. This species not only inhabits naturallalldscapes, but also those areas

altered by humans, including rural residential areas (Hammerson, 1999). This individual

recently had ingested a large plains garter snake. which it regurgitated upon capture.

The second individual was captured in a funnel trap in grazed shortgrass prairie

on 24 June 2001. Another individual was captured in a funnel trap in sandsage prairie on
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the night of25 July 2001. Neither Collins (1993) nor Hammerson (1999) included sandy

habitats in their descriptions for this species.

The final individual was observed actIve on an interior trail. JUS! cast of the

residence oCtile ranch manager. It was found on 5 No\'cmber and was the last reptile

observed in 200 I. This date was outside the range of the acti\'ily period described for

this species by Collins (1993) and Hammcrson (1999).

Voucher specimen (1): 4.5 mi. $, 10 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.l O. TI4S.

R33\V). 16 May. 2001. CJS 0099. r-.1HP 6857.

Rhillochellus fecol/lei Baird & Girard. 1853
Longnose Snake (Figure A16)

The most nOlcwonhy replile obscl"'.ation was the capture of a longnose snake on

the SVR. This \\"as the first record Oflhis species in Logan County and extended thc

range of this species by approximately 6S miles. This also was the first record of this

species north of the Arkansas River drainage (Taggart et al.. 2002). This record lllight

represent a relict population along the Smoky Hill Ri"er drainage. a pattern that has been

observcd in other amphibian and reptile species (Taggart et a1.. 2002). The individual

was captured on 10 July 2001 in a funnel trap in sandsagc prairie near the Smoky Hill

River. In the same trap were a plains pocket gopher and a western hognose snake

(HeterOlloll 1I11sicIIS). All three animals wcre dead. Both snakes appcarcd to ha"e been

chewed on by the gopher.

The longnosc snake is considered a thrcatened species in Kansas (Collins, 1993).

It is rare in the state and little is known of its habits. It is acti\"c from April 10 September

in sandy areas and beneath rocks along canyons (Collins. 1993). In southeastcm
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Colorado. the species prefers sandhill habitats and river "alleys (Hammerson. 1999)

Royal (1982) collected four indIviduals III sandy areas III FlIlney Count). Kans:ls

Longnose snakes arc highly secretive and probably more widespread than records

indicate (Hammerson. 1999).

This species should be considered an important management priomy on Ihe SVR

because of its threalened statuS in Kansas and because of Ihe :lvailabilit) of suitable

habilal wilhin thc boundaries oflhe ranch. A long-Iernl in' enlory focused on the SIJIUS

of this snake in the Smoky Hill River drain:lge is needed.

Voucher specimen (I): ~ mi. S. 8.5 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.8. TI ~S. R33 \\').

10 July 2002. CJS 0112. MHP 686~.

Thalllllophis rluJu: (Baird & GirJrd. 1853)
Plains Garter Snake (Figure A IS)

The plains garter snake is a diumal species thai prefers open grassy pramcs.

particularly along the edges of streams. marshes. and lakes (Collins. 1993). In castern

Colorado. it is found in the vicinity of any water source. occasionally SlraYlllg to dr)

grasslands and s:llldhills. and is moderatcly tolcrant ofhabit:u :llteralioll (Hammcrson.

1999).

On the SVR. this species also showed a preference for the edges of any" ater

source. During this invclltory. scven individu:lls wcrc observed around ephcmeral pools.

primarily along the Smoky Hill River. One individual was found at the edge of an

overnowing stock tank. On one occasion, [ observed an active g:lrtcr snake in <l small

pool cre:ued by an overnight rain shower adjacent to a rock outcrop. One Olher plallls
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garter snake was found active among rocks at the base of a sinular outcrop. and a shed

skin was found :lI yel another break ncar lhe nn:r.

Lntcrestingl). all garter snakes thai \\ ere obscn cd III the pro\llllll) of aquatIc

situations were young individuals. with S110Ul-vcllllcnglhs of less than 500 nUll. ThIS

might be due to the 3vailabilny of small prey l1COlS such as small fish. slllall amplllbwllS.

and :lI11phibian larvae.

r-.l:my indi \'iduals of this species are killed on roads \\ hllc sunnlllg (Hanllllcrson.

1999). During 2000 and 200 I [observed a 101al of five individuals 011 the mainlalllcd

roads that bordered the ranch. of\\ hich 3 \\ ere DOR. Ganer snakes generall) \\crc seen

on the roads during the carly morning hours :lndjusl befofe sundO\\Il,

Three mature aduhs \\cre caplUrcd In runncl traps In 1001. allm shortgrass

prairie. II is likely that indi viduals or thiS species remai n prilltal'il y ne:lr water ullIllthcy

rcach an appropriatc size for Illgestlllg larger prc)'. such as adult toads and rodcnts. Oncc

this size is reached. the snakes can disperse to occup)' morc xeric hablt:l1S. Such

ontogenetic dietary shifts arc COmmOlllll man> snakc species (Amold. 2001).

Onc plains gartcr snakc was obscrvcdJtlst outside the boundary of the ranch to the

north. It \\ as trapped in the bottom of a concretc silo pit Adjacent hahlt:lts \\ ere

cultiv:lled and eRP land.

One observation was with a large adult that was regurgltatcd by a large common

kingsnake upon its c:lpturc. The snake was recently ingested 111 a Oower garden at the

residence ofthc ranch manager. Garter snakes likcly arc attracted to thc rcsldence

because of the irrigation of tbe g:lrdens ,me! lawn.
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individuals active al air temperatures ranging from \S.)O-37.SoC (65°F - 100°F).

According to Collins (1993) this species is active fTOm ~Iarch to November. with some

activity in other mOluhs during w:mn-spells. Activity IS generally during the day. \\ nh

nocturnal activity (after 22:30) rarc (Hammerson. 1999). I observed this snake active

from 8:00 to 12:00. Only one individual was observed crossing an intenor trail after

sundowll.

I considered the plains ganer snake to be a cOlllmon species on the SVR. A tOial

of25 individuals were observed during the study. It is most abundant and reaches ilS

maximum density along the Smoky Hill Ri\'cr and around other sources ofwalCr. TillS

species is less common in shongrass prairie. bUl can be observed occasionally in areas

with less intense grazing. Sueh areas provide a microhabnat that suppons a higher

humidity and retains moisture for longer penuds. Royal (\982) suggested that this snake

is a doubtful inhabitant of sandy habitats and found no individuals wilhin this habital

during his study in Finney Counly. Howe\'er. I think thallhis species can be found

occasionally in sandy areas within the SVR because oflhe proximity of such habital 10

Ihe Smoky Hill River (Figure 1).

Voucher specimens (6): 12 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.14. T13S. R33\V). I July.

2000. CJS 0052. MHP 6775; 2 mi. S. 10 mi. E Russcll Springs (Scc.27. T13S. R33\V). 8

July. 2000. CJS 0057. MHP6780; 8 mi. S, 12 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.25. TI4S.

R33\V). 26 June. 2000. MRB 0003. MHP 6788; 2 mi. S. 13mi. E Russell Springs

(Sec.25. T13S. R33W). 3\ July. 2000. CJS 0079. MHP 6828: 3.5 mi. S. 8.5 mi. E Russell
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Springs (Sec.5. T1-lS. R33W). 8 May. 200t. CJS 0095. MHP 6847; 4.5 ou. S. 10 mi. E

Russell Springs (Sec.IO. T14S. RJ3W). 16 May. 2001. CJS 0100. MHP 6842.

HeterOl/OIl pltl/lrhmos Lalreillc. 1801
Eastern Hognose Snake (Figure A 19)

The eastern hognose snake inhabits a varicly ofhabil31s in Kansas. In western

Kansas. this species prefers open prairies and sandy areas along river Oood plains where

its primary food source (loads) arc most abundant (Collins. 1993). lsolalion resulting

from habil:ll fragmentation has led the Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks 10

designate the eastern hognose snake as a species in need of consernltion (51 IC) (Collins.

1993). Eastern hognose snakes arc known to be active from April to October:'ll air

temperatures ranging from 18.3°·35.0°C (65°·95°F). No activity data were recorded for

this species during our study.

I observed only two individuals and consequently suggest that the eastern

hognose snake is uncommon on the SVR. The first specimen was an adult male found

DOR on the maintained road lhal borders the ranch to Ihe south. The adjacent habitats

were heavily grazed shortgrass prairie on the ranch side and a eRP field to the south.

The second individual was an adult that was caplured by the ranch manager's assislant.

Chris Gallagher, in moderately grazed short grass prairie. The snake was basking on a

trail ncar a gale. which provided an opening in lhe vegetation. The vegetation In lhe

immediate area was dominated by dense Japanese brome grass.

Because of its preference for sandy river floodplains. it probably occurs most

commonly in the sandy floodplain and sandsagc prairie that sUTTound thc Smoky Hill
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River. An increased focus on sampling these hahllalS \\Quld proyide more infomlatlon

on the rela!i,'c abundance of this species on the ranch. The SVR could serve as an

imponam refuge for this species in western Kansas.

Voucher spedmcn (I): 7 mi. S. 8.5 mi. E Russell Springs ($ec.20. Tl~S. R33\r)

22 July 2000. CJS 0061. J\/lHP 6784.

l-teterotlOllllaSlCUS B:urd & Gir::ard. 1852
Western Hognose Snake (Figure A 19)

In eastern Colorado and western Kansas. the westem hognosc snake lIlhahlts

sandhi lis. plains grassland. and sandy river floodplains (Collins. 1993: l-lammcrSOll,

1999). Hammcrson (1999) reponed that this snake IS tolerant of ranthlll!; :lT1d fanmng.

This species is known to be acti,'c from April to OClObcr altcmpcraturcs ranging from

2J.2°·35.0°C (70°·95°F) (Collins. 1993: Hammerson. 1999).

I observed II westem hognose snakes in ncarly all habitats within thc $VR. Four

individuals were found on the mailllaincd roads. one of which was DOR. Three of thesc

individuals were found on Ihe peri meier roads that border the raneh and Olle was found

on the middle road. adjacent to the quarry.

Two individuals were observed activc at the quarry. Although 110 indIVIduals

were found beneath rocks. both individuals were :IClivc alllong the rocks. These 1\\0

indIviduals. as well as Ihe abo\e indIvidual found near the quarry. \\ ere Ju\·cnlles. One of

Ihe active snakes at the quarry was observed on a cool. overeasl day 011 13 Octobcr 2001.

Laler IhlS same day. another aelive juvenile was observed in grazed shortgrass pr.urie.

This was the last day this species was observed.
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The only wcstern hognose snake that was observed during the 2000 field season

was a juvcnile that was coiled inside a large hole on the side of an embankment. It was

found on 11 July at approximately 15:00. The air temperature was 32.2°C (90°F). The

hole appeared to be the den of a large carnivore such as a coyote (Callis larralls) or a

swift fox (VlIlpes velox).

Three individuals were captured in funnel traps in 2001. Two of these werc

captured at different localities within grazed shongrass prairie. One snake was ajuvcnile

and one was an adult. The other capture was made in sandsage prairie near the floodplain

of the river.

I found the westcrn hognose snake to be active primanly in the mom lOgS at

temperatures ranging from around 18.3°-32.2°C (65°_90°F). with most obscrvations

during June and July 011 temperatures ranging from 26.7°_32.2°( (80°_90°F). Royal

(1982) found them to be most active during or after rains. which likely resulted from

increased amphibian activity. My observations did not suppon those of Royal (1982),

possibly because of the dry conditions during my study.

I considered the western hognose snake to be common on the SVR. It likely

reaches its peak abundance in sandy areas such as the ri\'er floodplain and roadside

ditches, but it also might be abundant throughout the ranch wherever there is an

abundance ofburrows. Royal (1982) found it to be common III sandy areas but less

common on flood plains. This species is not territorial and might reach a density of 1-3

snakes per acre in areas with suitable habitat and an abundance of prey (Collins. 1993).

The Kansas Depanmcnt of Wildlife and Parks h:!s listed the western hognose snake as a
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SlNC species (Collins. 1993). and il therefore should be protected. I think the mOSI

imponam management consideration for this species is the conseryallon of areas of water

that are used as amphibian breeding sites. The western hognose snake likely occurs

throughout the ranch because oflhe distribution and abundance of Woodhouse's toads

throughout the ranch.

Voucher specimen (I): 12 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.30. TI3S. R33 W). 12 July

2000. CJS 0059. MHP 6782.

MaslIcoplJis flagellum (Shaw. 1802)
Coachwhip (Figure A17)

The coachwhip is known to prefer hilly shongrass prairies. rocky bluffs. and

sandhills (Hammerson. 1999). Thesc alen snakes are strictly diurnal. moving often and

over large areas throughout the day. with seasonal activity from April to October

(Collins, 1993; Hammerson. 1999). Coachwhips are known to be toleram of high

temperatures. For example. Royal (1982) found this species active in sandsagc prairie at

air temperatures up to 38°C (I ooAOF).

011 the SVR I observed individuals in all three habitats listed by Ha1ll11lCrSOn

(1999). The first individual observed \\as on 22 July 2000 at 1-1:30. This indi\'idual was

active among the rocks at the quarry at an air temperature of 29AoC (S5°F). The snake. a

large adult. was alen and quickly nOliced me. retreating into a hole in the rocks. The

second individual (a large adult) was inactive under an old car hood at one of the chalky

breaks on 30 May 2001. The breaks consisted ofslCep. highly eroded hills. which face

southwest. The panion of the breaks where the coachwhip was found comained no
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approximately 15:00 at an air temperature of 23.9°C (75°F).

Only three other coachwhips were encountered during IhlS stud). all of \\ hlch

were captured in funnel traps. One or these snakes was an adult male with a SVL of

1170 mm that was trapped on 25 June 2001 in shongrass prairie. The area was

panicularly hilly and had a small sandstone outcrop nearby. The other two individuals

were both captured on I September 2001. The first was an adult male wilh a SVL of 755

mill. It was captured in sandsage prairie. The second snake was a juvenile (hatchling)

that was observed inside Ihe trap. but quickly escaped through the mesh and avoided

capture.

Although the coachwhip was uncommonly observed on the SVR. it occurs

throughout and might even be abundant. Their alenness and speed make observing them

difficult (Collins. 1993). Trapping greatly incr... .Jsed the success of capturing these highly

active snakes. Increasing the trapping intensity and duration likely would provide much

valuable infonnalion about this species.

Voucher specimen (I): 5.5 mi. S. 11.5 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.14. T 14S.

R33W). 30 May 2001. CJS 0109. MHP 6858.

CO/libel" COl/strictor Linnaeus. 1758
Eastern Racer (Figure A20)

The eastern racer inhabits a variety ofhabilats and is common throughout Kansas.

In western Kansas. this species prefers open grasslands. prairies and pastures. as well as

sandhil1s. riparian woodlands. and canyons (Collins. 1993; Hammerson. 1999). It is
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known to be rather tolerant of habitat alteration (Hammerson. 1999). In Kansas. this

snake is thought to have a density of up to six snakes per acre (Collins. 1993).

The eastern racer is known to be active from April to mid-November at air

temperatures from 15.6°-32.2°C (60°_90°F) (Collins. 1993). They are primarily diurnal

with activity and behavior similar to that of the coachwhip. During summer. racers arc

most active in mid-morning and lale afternoon. They can be found themlOregulating on

roads in the early evening (Hammerson. 1999).

I found this species to be abundant on the SVR. particularly in shortgrass prairie.

sandsage prairie. rock outcrops. and on maintained roads. This was the most often

observed snake species during 2000 and 2001. I observed a total of -lS individuals on or

near the ranch. Lndividuals were active from l\'!ay to October. the duration of the study.

Activity ranged from 8:00 to 20:00, with most observations frOlll 8:00 to 12:00 and again

from 15:00 until sundown. There appeared to be only a three-hour break in activity

during the day during the summer months. During fall. the snakes appeared to be active

from late morning to late afternoon. They were active at air temperatures ranging from

18.3°_35.0°C (65°_95°F). with most observations suggesting a preferred temperature

On the SVR. most observations (52.1 %) were made in shortgrass prairie. In this

habitat the eastern racer was observed in areas with taller. denser grass. On the ranch.

this habitat generally was found in draws and valleys between hills and outcrops. where

moisture remained for longer periods. The snakes also were found in areas of shorter

grass with an abundance of forbs available for the snakes to retreal to for protection from
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the heat and predators. [observed several active individuals retreat mto small soapweed

()'lIcca glallca) plants when disturbed. One juvenile also was found hidden beneath a

dead soapweed plant. Few of these snakes were observed in hca\'ily grazed areas. and

only one was observed within a prairie dog town.

Racers also were observed at rock outcrops. panicularly in the quarr)' area. Six

individuals were observed at such outcrops. most of which were juveniles that were

hidden beneath rocks. It is likely that snakes arc attracted to these areas for shelter and

protection. Similarly. one individual was observed active at an old abandoned limestone

building just to the south of the ranch. II quickly retreated imo a pile of limestone rocks

that was created by a portion of the building th31 had collapsed.

Four f3cers were obsen'ed in the sandsage prairie. all of which \\ ere captured in

funnel traps. It is likely that these snakes were as abundant in this habitat as they were in

typical shongrass prairie, but my search eff(lrt was not as great. Royal (1982) found

several individuals within sandy noodplain and choppy sandsage prairie. Mammal

burrows and forbs, such as sand sagebrush, were preserll within these habitats and

provided the refuges that these snakes appeared to prefer.

It is likely that this alert species remains assocIated with habitats that possess

many structures within which the snakes can seck protection. Hammerson (1999)

reported the use of rodent burrows and the spaces beneath plants and rocks as dOli ly

retreats. My obsen'ations were consistent with the above repon.

During the momings and early evenings, this species commonly was observed on

maintained roads. lobsen'ed 12 individuals on the maintained roads. Of these. only two
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were found DOR. This 10\\ number likely is due to a combination of low traffic and the

alertness of the species. Several individuals were observed as they quickly retreated off

the road and into the ditch. On one occasion. I witnessed an adult racer being taken from

the road. alive. by a red-tailed hawk (Bllteo jamaiCensls).

Of the 48 individuals I observed. 22 were measured (SYL). sexed. marked. and

released. No marked individuals were recaptured. The SVL oflhe snakes ranged from

338-660 mm. with a mean of 546 mm. This species typically grows to 580·1.270 mm in

lotal length (Collins. 1993). My data. compared to those of Fitch (1999) for eaSlern

Kansas populations. suggested that populations in western Kansas might reach smaller

sizes than those in other areas in the state. or that a disproportionate number of young

snakes were observed.

Voucher specimens (2): 12 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.30. TI3S. R33\V). 12 July

2000. CJS 0060. rvlHP 6783; 2 mi. S. 10 mi. E Russell Springs (Sec.27. TI3S. R33\V). 26

June 2000. MRB 0004. MHP 6789.

PItl/oplllS carelllfer (Blainville, 1835)
Gopher Snake (Figure A21)

The gopher snake. locally known as the "bullsnake". inhabits a varielY of habitats

throughout its range. Ln western Kansas and eastern Colorado. this species is commonly

found in prairie grasslands. sandhills. riparian woodlands. the margins or ponds and

streams. and rural residential areas (Collins. 1993: Hammerson. 1999). This spcr:ies is

known to be tolerant or habitat alteration. and it also is abundant in cultivated fields

(Hammerson, 1999).
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I found gopher snakes 10 be common on the SVR in 2000 and 2001. A total of 2-1

individuals were observed during my sludy. StX individuals were observed within typical

shongrass prairie ol1lhe ranch. Of these six, five were captured in funnellraps. Also.

four individuals were observed in sandsage prairie. all of which were caplUred in funnel

traps. No gopher snakes were observed at rock outcrops or prairie dog lowns: however.

this species is likely common throughout Ihe ranch. including these areas. One individual

was captured by a drift fence/funnel trap array that was located between lhe IWO largest

oUlcrops of the quarry area. suggesting the presence of this snake in such habilals.

The majority orthe gopher snakes observed during my study (58.300) were on

imerior tr.lils or maintained roads. Founeen individuals. including 12 AOR and IWO

DOR. were observed either basking or crossing such trails and roads. Adjacent habilats

generally were grazed shongrass prairie. sandsage prairie. or CRP. According 10 Collins

(1993) and Hamrnerson (1999). a large number orlhese snakes arc killed 011 roads. Most

of these road kills occur in agricultural areas where Ihis highly beneficial species should

be protected.

During the 2001 field season. 16 individuals "ere measured. sexed. marked. and

released. None of these individuals was recaplured. Oflhese 16 indi\·iduals. 13 (81.3~0)

were males and three (18.7%) were females. Combining data for the se.-..:es. the SVL

ranged from 835-137-1 mm. wilh a mean of lOll mm.

The gopher snake is known to be active primarily from April 10 November al

temperatures above 15.6°C (60°F). with periods of aClivilY during other months when

temperatures are fa\'orable (Collins. 1993). The lalest date that I observed this species
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acti\·ity from 8:00 to 10:00 and again from 17:00 to 21 :00. panicularly during late spring

and summer. The majority of observations (66.7%) were made during June and July.

However. searching and trapping intensity was highest during these months. This snake

appeared to prefer air temperatures ranging from 18.3°·35.0°C (65°_95°F).

Voucher specimen (I): 5 mi. S. 8 mi. W Russell Springs (Sec.14. TI..aS. R33 \\').

12 July 2000. MRS 0011. MHP6796.

Crotalus viridis (Ratinesque. 1818)
Prairie Ranlesnake (Figure A22)

The praine rattlesnake (Crotaills l"lrldu) is a greenish gray. olive-green. greenish

brown, or light brown blotched ranlesnake that ranges up to 114 CI11 in total length at

maturity (Conant and Collins. 1998). Until recently. this wide-ranging pol)1YPic species.

previously known as the western rattlcsnake. had the most extensiw rangc of any Nonh

American rattlesnake and occurred from Albena and Saskatchewan to nonhern Mexico

and California in the west to central Kansas. However. recent syslematic studies using

mitochondrial DNA indicated the presence ortwo distinct clades within the taxon: a

western clade west of the Rocky Mountains thai has been designated as Ihe "·cstem

rattlesnake (Crotailis oregofllis). and an eastern clade south and east orthe Rocky

Mountains that has been designated as the prairie rattlesnake (Pook et aJ.. 2000; Ashton

and de Queiroz. 2001). I have accepted this change in taxonomy to remain consistent

with Collins and Taggan (2U02).

The prairie rattlesnake occurs in habitats ranging from prairie and foothill

vegetation in Canada. to prairie dog towns and sagebrush steppe in Colorado and
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Wyoming (Brown and Duvall. 1993). In Kansas. the snakcs arc known to occur in rocky

canyons. open prairies. sandhi lis. and prairie dog towns (Collins. 1993). Life his!Ory

characteristics of the prairie raulesnake in Kansas were summarized by Fitch (1998). bUI

an extensive study has not been undertaken and liUle is known of its hablls in Kansas

(Collins. 1993). However. comprehensive studies utilizing radiotelemetry techniques

have been conducted in Wyoming (Bro\\ n and Duvall. 1993: Gravcs and Duvall. 1993:

Duvall et at.. 1985: King. 1987) and the majority of information about this species comes

from these populations.

In Wyoming. prairie ralliesnakes occurred most OftCIl in grassy habitats. with rock

cover during periods of inactivity. such as the pre-shed period. Saline soils were avoided

probably because of water toss through osmosis. Ambienttcmperature was associated

with the use of cover and habitat types. and males and females used cOYer differently

depending on reproductive condition.

During my study in 2000 and 2001. I observcd 27 individual prairie ralliesnakes

and two neonate aggregations comprised of8 and 12 neonates. respecti\ ely. Twenty of

the 27 snakes were measured and scxed. This sample consisted ofthrec females (all

gravid) and 17 males. Figure A23 shows the size distribution of these ranlesnakes.

Records for the sexes were combined. as only three were females. Neonate aggregations

were not included. as they were not measured and all were found using radiotelemelry.

All the neonates were in the same size class.

In the 100.75 vehicle-hours ofcrfon.1 obsef\'ed 15 of the 27 raulesnakes

(55.6%). Nine of these rattlesnakes were found on roads that surrounded the ranch. three
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were found on the middle road. and three were found driving on interior trails and

through pastures. Four of the 15 snakes found on roads had been killed by vehicles.

Nine rattlesnakes (33.3%) were observed while searching by foot (VES). Catch per unit

effort was equivalent to 0.03 snakes per person-hour of searching.

In 558 trap-nights (one funnel trap per night). I captured 62 individual amphibians

and reptiles. Oflhese. only three (4.8~o) were rattlesnakes. These three rattlesnakes

captured in traps represent 11.1 % of the rattlesnakes observed.

According to my observations prairie rattlesnakes appeared to exhibit lillie habitat

preference on the SVR. As in eastem Colorado. prairie rattlesnakes appeared to use a

wide variety of habitats (Hammerson. 1999). The 17 individual obser....ations IIldicated

that ralllesnakes appeared to be relatively evenly distributed throughout the ranch (Figure

A22). Collins (1993) and Klauber (1997) suggested that prairie r.lltlesnakes \\ ere most

dense in prairie dog towns and rocky areas, panicularly dunng the spring and fall. 80th

of these habitat types occur on the SVR. No such differcnce in habitat preference or

snake densilY was observed in 2000 or 2001. However. scarching effon also was biased

because of unequal sampling.

Eight rattlesnakes were observed in typical shongrass praJric on the ranch.

including the only 1WO found in or near prairie dog towns. One of the snakes found in a

prairie dog town was a gravid female (#118) that remained there the enure actIve season.

This individual was located nine times and she gave birth to 12 young inside a prairie dog

burrow. The second snake found near a prairie dog town was an adult male (#120) that

was first observed crossing a trail on the peri meier of a prairie dog lown. After
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implantation with a radio transminer and release. it spent three to four weeks in or near

the prairie dog town. Afler ils first post-release ecdysIs. the snake moved -l30 m from the

prairie dog town into an adjacent pasture. This pasture was ungrazed and had dense

stands ofcommon sunnower and kochia. The snake was located five times within thiS

area and then lost for the remainder of the study.

The six remaining prairie ranlesnakes were observed inside [he ranch but not

associated with prairie dog towns. One individual was a gravid female (It 119) that was

first observed in a grazed paslure. It immediately retreated down a rodent burrow \\ hen

disturbed and was then excavated for capture. After implantation and release, it remained

ncar the site of capture. moving a lotal linear distance of 162 m owr a five-week period

(Figure 13). During this time. it shed its skin once and gave birth. The neonates were

never observed. It spent most of its lime in or near large networks of roden! burrows in

an ungrazed area ofdense Japanese brome. The snake often was observed sunning at the

entrance of a burrow. inlo which il quickly retreated. At other times it was observed

coiled beneath matted grass. After giving birth. it mO\'ed 316 m to a similar area in the

same pasture. The snake remained here for the remainder of the active season. Its

behavior was similar at the previous localities. This snake \\ as located a total of 12 limes

over approximately a Ihree month period (Table 6).

The only other intensively tracked prairie rattlesnake was a large male (;:121),

first captured crawling at the northern edge of the ranch between a grazed pasture just

south of the quarry and ungrazed private land. It was tracked from 2 August to 12

September 2001 and was located seven times. For Ihe first two weeks. the snake moved
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short distances within the disturbed. ungrazed pasture. The snake was observed se\'cral

times in or near rodent burrows. It was oHen active. particularly at dusk. but would

quickly retreat down rodent burrows. During the day. it would remain inside these

burrows. The snake shed once during thiS time. Thc snake then mO\'cd 550 m into ranch

property south of the previous locations. The habitat was similar. ungrazed with

vegetation characteristic of dislUrbed areas. The snake remained there for five days and

then moved 370 m across the road into the grazed pasture south of the quarry. The snake

was located inside an abandoned plains pocket gopher (GeolJlys bllrsarills) burrow. which

also was occupied by a female prairie ralliesnake and eight neonates. The neonates were

basking in an aggregation at the entrance of the burrow. The female would occasionally

be seen at the entrance. while the male was active in a network of tunnels. The male was

last located 12 days later. 357 m from the burrow and back in the private land across the

road.

Of the 15 snakes that were observed by vehicle. three were found active on

interior trails. One of these snakes was previously mentioned. The second was a

medium-sized adult male that was observed crawling at night in grazed grass near some

chalky breaks. This locality was in close proximity to a large prairie dog town and to

sandsage prairie. The other ralllesnake was a large male observed al dusk crawling in

grazed grass at the top of the quarry area. The snake \\as implamed with a radio

transmitter but relocated only twice.

Three rattlesnakes were observed on the maintained middle road that leads to the

ranch house (Figure A22). One of these individuals was DaR. Another was a large male
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that was first located in the middle of tile ranch near the gate. It was implamoo with a

transmiuer. released. and relocated only oncc. The transmitter was reco\"croo in a rodcm

burrow near Ihe transition between shongrass/sandsagc vegetation types.

A total ornine rattlesnakes were observed on the maimained roads that border the

ranch 10 the north, west. and south (Figure A22). Three of these snakes were DOR. The

adjacent habitats consisted primarily of grazed shortgrass prairie on the ranch side. and a

variel)' ofCRP. cultivation. and grazed pastures on the other sides. One of the snakes

was implanted with a transmitter and tracked for a short lime. It left the ranch and was

located twice. moving further into an adjacent CRP pasture and was lost for the

remainder of the study.

Only one prairie rattlesnake was observed by walking through the sandsage

prairie. However. sandsage was adjacent to the locations where lwO oflhe snakes

observed on the west road were located ~Figure A22). suggesting some use of this habitat.

Five prairie ranlesnakes were observed at Ihe quarry. One of these snakes was

observed on 2 July. coiled at the base of a large rock. Another was a gravid female found

underneath a medium-sized rock on 7 July. Two of tile others were found active. one of

which was on limestone substrate in the middle of the major quarry area on 31 July. and

the other snake (that was described earlier) was observed on 25 July on a trail in the

vicinity of the quarry. The fifth snake was observed at the quarry on 25 April. apparently

emerging from its over-wintering site within the rock pile. Similarly. a sixth snake was

observed on 8 May coiled at the entrance of a large hole (possibly its over-wintering site)
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in the rocks at one of the small limestone outcroppings at the east edge oflhe ranch. Thc

latter two of these snakes arc discussed in more detail below.

Prairie rattlesnakes generally emerge from hibemation from mid-April 10

mid-May. They then retum to these den sites after the first major cold spell in mid to late

September (Taggan, 1992). Once they have retumed to their den site. they remain active

near this sile until late October or early November. In areas where snakes over-winter in

large groups. hundreds of snakes can be observed al these times (Klauber. 1997).

Klauber (1997) also found that snakes Ihat were observed crawling during September

often led researchers to den sites. Adults typically use the same den sites year after year

(Klauber. 1997: Hammerson. 1999).

Hibemacula constituted "preferred" habitat for a large pan of the year at the

Wyoming sites (Brown and Duvall. 1993). Klauber (1997) summarized the evidence Ihat

indicated that prairie rattlesnake populations at greater latitudes and high altitudes have

the highest propensities for communal denning. whereas southern populations tend to

lake advantage of any available hole or crevice. Kansas appears to be in the transition

zone where both of these behaviors arc observed. Prairie rattlesnakes in eastern Colorado

and westem Kansas are known to form large communal dens. panlcularly in prairie dog

towns and sOllth-facing rock olltcrops (Collins. 1993; Klauber. 1997; Fitch. 1998;

Hammerson, 1999). In Kansas. the necessity of group hibemacula is unknown although

Fitch (1998) suggested Ihat prairie rattlesnakes also oveHvintered singly in prairie dog

lowns.



1observed no evidence of communal denning in prairie dog towns in 2000 or

2001. During the 2000 field season. only one rattlesnake was observed after 19 August.

On 15 October I observed an adult male active along the perimeter of a prairie dog tOWI1.

Activity at this date suggested Ihatthis snake was near its den site (Klauber. 1997:

Hammerson. 1999). In 2001. only two ralliesnakes were observed in prairie dog towns.

The first snake was a gravid female (#118) captured in a drift fenceJfunneltrap array on

28 June. This snake was implanted with a radio transminer and released near the point of

caplure. The snake remained in or near the same prairie dog burrow until it gave birth to

12 neonates in early September. The female remained with the young for up to se,·en

days and then began to disperse. On subsequent dates. she \\ as found near several

burrows. all within a short distance of one another. On 22 October and again on 5

November. the snake was observed sunning at the entrance of a burrow. This was

assumed to be the oveHvintering site. The second snake that was observed in a prairie

dog lown was a male (# 120) that only remained in the town for a relatively shon time.

No observations were made on this snake after I September. These observations of

over-wintering siles within prairie dog towns support Fitch's (1998) suggestion that

prairie ranlesnakes often over-winter singly in prairie dog towns.

The quarry area appears to be a good area for possible communal denning. The

rock outcrops are large and there are numerous crevices and holes thai appear to go deep

into the hillside. Only one individual was captured in this area in the spring of the 2001

season. This adult male was inactive just inside a large hole on the west-facing slope on

8 April. The early date suggested that this was the over-wintering site for the snake.
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Two ralliesnakes observed on 8 May probably were near their hibemacula. The

first was on the top of a small rock OUlcrop. It was observed sunmng al the entrance of a

large hole. It quickly retreated into the hole and was never observed again. It was

assumed that this was the over-wintering site. Later in the same day. a small rattlesnake

was observed just outside the ranch in shongrass prairie. The snake was coiled

underneath an old car. I observed no burrows in this area and no over-\\ intering siles

were evident. No other rattlesnakes were observed until 28 June.

Only one other ranlesnakc was observed laic in the aClive season. This was

another gravid female (# 119) that was captured on II July and implantcd with a radio

Iransmiller. This snake 3150 remained in the same general area until shc gave birth

(Figure 13), The snake was first obsen'ed in grazed shongrass prairie. It soon moved to

an area ofdense Japanese brome grass, where therc was an abundancc of vegetativc

cover and rodent burrows. After giving blrth:lI Ihe beginning of September, the snakc

moved a short distance to a similar area of dense brome and remained ncar a rodent

burrow, "was obsen'ed at this locality at the end of October and into Novcmber. It was

assumed that the snake over-wintered in the rodent burrows.

My data and obsen'ations indicated that prairie raulesnakes on the SVR generally over

wintered individually. wherever there was suitable shelter. This included rock crevices,

prairie dog burrows, pocket gopher burrows. and olher small mammal burrows. The

quarry might not be utilized as a communal dcnning site because very little of the outcrop

faces south. Snakes generally arc attracted to south-facing outcrops because the outcrops

shelter the snakes from the north winds (Klauber, 1997).
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In addition. the majority ofbuITOws within the prairie dog \Owns of the $VR were

occupied by prairie dogs. suggesting Ihat only small numbers of snakes O'er-winter there.

Klauber (1997) observed lhal large numbers of ranlesnakes caused prairie dogs 10 move

their colonies and thai rattlesnakes had a tendency to use abandoned burrows. The three

individuals that I observed ncaf prairie dog lowns were around the periphery of the town

where the majority of the burrows appeared to be abandoned.

In northern populations. mating occurs in late summer to early fall. females

emerge from hibcmacula gravid. and the young are born shortly thereafter (King, 1987:

Schuell et al .. 1993). Reproduction occurs on a biennial or triennial basis at these

northern latitudes. Fitch (1995) suggested a post emergence mating time for Kansas

populations and an annual reproductivc cycle bascd all the percentage of gravid females

( 6.5%) collected at the Sharon Springs rattlesnake round-up. The data that I

accumulated from the roundups in 2000 and 2001 also suggested an annual

reproductive cycle and post emergence mating cycle (Table 5). Aldridge (1979) also

reported that southern populations of this species reproduce annually.

Additional analysis of harvest data from the Sharon Springs round-up indic:lIed

that Kansas females matured in the their third year and that mean htter size was around

10 young per litter but varied with size and age (Fitch 1998). In 2001. [ observcd two

females that gave birth to eight and 12 young. respectively. Neonate aggregations were

observed on 29 August and 12 September. Another gravid female (# 119) apparently

had apparently given birth between 12 and 19 September. although no neonates were

observed. These observations suggested that gravid female prainc rattlesnakes give



binh during late August through Septcmber in Kansas. This is consistent with

infomlalion reponed for popululions from elsewhere in Kansas and Colorado (FilCh.

1985: Hammerson. 1999,.

There is a small amount of evidence that mating also may take place in the fall

immediately after females gi\'e binh. Male visitation of natal siles and postpanuriem

females has been observed on a few occasions (Holycross and Fawcetl. 2002). During

my research 1also observed a radio-tagged male (# 121) togcthcr with a female and an

aggregation of eight neonates. It has been hypothesized Ihat Ihese visitations might be

associated with immediate copulmion (Holycross and Fawcett, 2002).

In Kansas. Ihe prairie rattlesnake is active primarily from April to October at

preferred ambienl Icmperatures of26.7"-32.3" C (80"-90" F) (Collins. 1993), It basks at

the entrances of hi bemacuia during warm periods as laiC as Novcmber and December,

ceasing movement when temperatures drop below 10" C (50" F) (Jacob and Painter_

1980), Taggan (1992) also reponed Ihis behavior in March.

During 2000 and 2001, I collecled activity and temperature da!a from 21 prairie

rattlesnakes (16 adult males. 3 gravid aduh females. and 2 neonates). A IOtal of 63

observations were made. 23 from 26 June to 3 November 2000 and 40 observalions

from 25 April to 5 November 2001. Snakes were placed into three categories based on

aClivilY. Snakes that were observed while moving and nol in the coiled position were

cUlegorized as "active snakes:' snakes that were abo\'e ground in the coiled positions

were considered "basking or in ambush:' and snakes lhal were underground in burrows

were labeled as such.
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Active snakes were observed from 11 July 10 3 November at ambient

Icmperatures ranging from 12.5"-35.0" C (54S-95.0" F) with a mean of 26.8° C (80.3°

F) (n = 26). Ralliesnakes either basking or in the ambush position were observed from

25 April to 5 November atlemperatures ranging from 10.0"-36.1° C (68.0"-97.0" F)

wilh a mean of26.9" C (80S F) (n = 21). Dorsal surface temperatures of all above·

ground snakes laken with the infrared telOlhermomeler ranged from 15.4°-37.2° C

(59.7°-99.0" F) with a lllean of 27.9" C (82.3° F) (n = 26) (Figure A24). These data

suggesl thai prairie raulesnakes prefer ambient temperalures near 27" C and likely are

able to regulate their body temperatures slightly above the ambient temperature. A

regression analysis of snake dorsal surface lemperature verses ambient temperature

showed a slope of 0.51. This deviation from a slope of 1.0. expected of an organism

whose body temperature matches the ambient lemperalUre. provides additional

evidence for themloregulation (Figure A24). Lillywhite (1987) summarized research

on thermoregulation in 72 snake species and found thai most had preferred body

temperalUres within Ihe range of 28°-34°C regardless of taxonomic affiliation. My data

showed only a slightly lower preference; however. I used an unproven technique for

collecting snake temperature data because il minimized snake disturbance and dangers

associated with handling venomous snakes.

Snakes Ihat were inactive within rodent burrows were located from 27 July to 5

November at ambient temperatures ranging from 18.0"-33.9° C (64.4°-100.0" F) with a

mean of29.3° C (84.8° F) (n = 16). This mean temperature is near the preferred

temperature for above ground snakes and likely is misleading. I attribute this to thc fact
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tha1 mosl snakes "-ere in burrows during either low temper.nures or high ternpaouures

which produced a moderate mean. ~10'-ement daI.a are summarized in C'b2pu:r T'hRe

under -""RadiOlelemClr)r.
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APPENDIX 2, SPECIES OF POSSIBLE OCCURRENCE ON THE S\'R

Seven additional species of amphibians and reptiles mIght occur \\ IInm Ihc $\'R.

although no individuals were observed during 2000 or 2001. Six of these sc\"en species

are known 10 occur in Logan County. whereas the seventh has been documented in

adjacem Gave Coumy in preferred habitat similar to Ihal found on the ranch.

Blllo cogllarus Say. 1823
Great Plains Toad

The mOSI notable absence on the SVR during my inventory was the greal plains

load. This load is widespread in western Kansas and eastern Colorado. preferring areas

of shortgrass prairie, S3ndhills. and agricultural areas (Collins. 1993: HammerSOll. 1999).

I expected this species to be common on the ranch because orlhe amount of preferred

habit31 and the abundance of this species in \\ estern Kansas and eastern Colorado

(Collins. 1993: Hammcrson. 1999). One individual was captured just north of ranch

properlY on a sand road. Royal (1982) observed only two individuals of this species in

sandy habitats in Finney County during his study as well. As with the other :muran

species. a more detailed auditory sun'ey during and after periods of r3in likely would

provide more infornlation regarding this species on Ihe ranch. Greal Plams toads

generally are active From April to Septcmber. remaining bclo\\ ground during the day and

emerging at night to forage (Collins. t993).

Bl/jo debIfis Girard. 1854
Green Toad

The green to3d is listed by the Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks as

threatened in Kansas (Collins. 1993). The range of the green load extends into central
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Logan Coullty (Collins. 1993). This species was not observed on the ranch but.

according to Travis W. Taggan (peTs. camm.. 2002). Associate Curator of Herpetology al

the Sternberg Museum of Natural History. several populmions exist near the ranch. ThiS

species occurs in areas wilh rugged topography, panicularly near small tributaries and

ditches (Collins. 1993). spending periods of inactivity in burrows or beneath rocks

(Hammerson. 1999). Breeding occurs throughout the spring and summer and takes place

in temporary pools. including canle tanks, ditches. and nooded fields (Collins. 1993).

There are several such areas of preferred habitat throughollt the SYR. Several or tile

breaks and rock outcrops. particularly those near water, might support green load

populations.

Raila caresbeialla Shaw. 1802
Bullfrog

Another possible inhabitant of the SVR is the bullfrog. Bullfrogs are found

throughout western Kansas and eastern Colorado (Collins. 1993; Hammerson. 1999).

This species is known to inhabil almost any pemlanent water source. particularly where

deep water is available (Collins. 1993). Although some pools exist along the Smoky Hill

River. no individuals were observed. Ifpopulalions of thIs species dId eXIst. thiS large

frog, as well as tadpoles. would easily have been observed.

The bullfrog is a non-native species in Colorado thaI has been introduced

(Hammerson. 1999). This is likely the case for western Kansas as well. If this species

does nOI exist or exists only in small numbers on the SVR. it is an important

consideration 10 keep Ihis species conlrolled. The bullfrog is a voraciolls predalor that

consumes almost anything it can swallow. This predation could be devastaling 10 the



natural fauna of a region. For example. the bullfrog is hypothesized to have entirely

extirpated the northern cricket frog (Acns crepltul/s) from Colorado (Hammerson. 1999).

.-lpa/olle splIlifera (LeSueur. 1827)
Spiny Softshell

The spiny softshell is found in a wide ,'ariety of aquatic habitats. but prefers

permanent rivers and streams with sandbars and mud nats (Collins. 1993: Hammerson.

1999). The Smoky Hill River might provide enough habitat to support small populations

of this species. However. softshell turtles are susceptible to dessication and muSt have a

nearby permanent source of water (Hammerson. 1999). For this reason. populations in

western Kansas arc isolated. However. the species is fairly common Ihroughout many of

the major drainages in eastern Colorado (Collins. 1993; Hammerson. 1999). The spiny

softshcll is common in the Smoky Hill River farther east. but it doubtfully occurs on the

SVR except during times of above·average precipitation. when it might be rather

common.

Ditlt/aphis PUI/ClalllS (Lmnaeus. 1766)
Ringneck Snake

The ringneck snake is likely to occur on the SVR because it has been documented

in Logan County. This species requires moist areas and therefore is not abundant on the

High Plains (Collins. 1993). In eastern Colorado. the ringneck snake is found in plains

grassland. primarily in rocky canyons and riparian woodlands (Hammerson. 1999). Like

the milk snake. this highly secretive species rarely comes to the surface. thennoregul:l.Iing

beneath rocks and other debris (Collins. 1993). They can be found beneath rocks. rotting

logs. and artificial structures. primarily during spring and fall. In summer. this species



remains underground because of the lack of surface soil moisture (Collins. 1993).

Lndividuals occasionally might be observed on Ihe S\'R in the npanan zone along the

Smoky Hill River. panicularly where rocky outcrops and breaks are in close proxImity.

One record of this species ex isis from Logan Coumy. collected in 1982 (KU 192374).

E/aphe emoryi (Baird & Girard. 1853)
Greal Plains Rat Snake

This snake prefers rocky hillsides and canyons in Kansas. (Collins. 1993) and it

inhabits grasslands. scrublands. riparian zones. rural residential areas. river valleys. and

stream courses in western Colorado (Hammerson. 1999). Because Ihis species inhabils a

variety ofhabilats. it is possible lhat this species will be found on the SVR. Ifso. it most

likely will be observed al rock outcrops. such as Ihe quarry area. and along the riparian

zone of the Smoky Hill River. One record of the great plains rat snake exists from Logan

County from 1990 (K U 217224). The specimen was collected beneath a rock at a small.

isolated limestone outcrop. similar to many throughoul the SVR.

An;Olla elegalls Kennicott. 1859
Eastern Glossy Snake

The glossy snake is considered a SINC species by the Kansas Dcpanment of

Wildlife and Parks (Collins. 1993). This species inhabits areas ofdry open sands. similar

to those habitats preferred by lhe longnose snake (Collins. 1993). This species is

nocturnal and is mosl likely to be observed at night (Collins. 1993).

Because of the amount of available preferred habnat on Ihe SVR. I anticipale that

this species will be found on the ranch, hUI in low numbers. Although this species has

not been documented in Logan County. there is evidence of a relict population along Ihe
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Smoky Hill River drainage (Taggan et al.. 2002). This species was documented in

adjacent Gove County in 1991. in the sandy habitat associated with the rh'cr (KU

218760). If the eastern glossy snake indeed exists within the boundaries of the SVR. the

ranch could provide a refuge for Ihis species. As with the longnose snake. more intcnsi\"c

trapping within sandy habitats likely could provide more infomlation on the presence or

absence of this species on the ranch. as well as its distribution in the Smoky Hill River

drainage.
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Figure Page

A I. Nonhern cricket frog (/lens Crepl1lllls) and barred lIger salamander

(Ambysroll/a f1/avorlwm) occurrences on the SVR. Green dots

represent localities where non hem cricket frogs were observed.

Blue dots represent localities where barred tiger salamanders

were observed 149

A2. Plains spadcfool (Spea bOll/bi/rolls), western chorus frog

(Pseudaens IrIseriaw). and plains leopard frog (Raila b/Olri)

occurrences on the SVR. Green dots represent localities \\ here

plains spadefoots were observed. Blue dots represent localities

where western chorus frogs were observed. Yellow dots represent

localilies where plains leopard frogs 'vere obsen ed 150

A3. Woodhouse's load (Bufo wOOl/holisii) occurrences on the SVR.

Green dots represent localities where Woodhouse's toads

\\ ere observed 151

A4. Common snapping IUnle (Che/ydra serpel/{ma) occurrences

on the SVR. Green dots represent localities where common

snapping tunles were observed 152

AS. Ycllow mud turtle (KmosrernOllfla\'escells) occurrences

on the SVR. Green dots represent localities where yellow

mud turtles were observed 153
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A6. Painted turtle (Chrysemys picra) occurrences on the SVR.

Green dots represent localities where paimed turtles were observed 15~

A7. Ornate box tun Ie (Terrapelle on/aw) occurrences on the S\"R.

Green dots represent localities where ornate box turtles were

observed. The six indi\'iduals tracked by radiotelemetry

are labeled as the three digit numbers 155

AS. Movemcms of I\\'O radio-tracked adult omate box tunics

(#32 (green dOls] and =41 [purple dOls]). r:32 was located

6 times from 7-3 to g-g-Ol. #41 was located 8 times from

7-11 to 8-29-01. Linear mo\'ements bel ween successive

locations also are shown for both individuals 156

A9. Locations of a radio·tracked adult female ornate box tunIc

(#110 [green dots)). This individual was tracked from

8·2t09·20-01 157

A IO. Movement of a radio·tracked adult male omatc

box tun Ie (#111) tracked from 7·26 to 10·22·01. The sites of

each location (colored dOls) and the linear distances bel\\een

each location (blue lines) are shown

A II. Mo\'cmcnts of a radio·tracked adult female ornate box tunic

(#116) tracked from 8·12 to 11-5-01. The sites of each location

(green dots) and the linear distances between each location

(purple lines) are shown 159



A12. Movement ora radio-tracked adult male ornate box tunle

(;: 118) tracked from 8-22 to 9-28-01. The sites ofeach

location (green dots) and the linear distances between

each !ocallon (blue lines) are shown 160

A13. Six·lined raccrunncr (Cllemidophorlls sexlillea/lls) occurrences

on the SVR. Green dots represent localilies where six·lined

racerunners \\'ere observed 161

A14. Prairie lizard (Sceloportls cOl/sobrilllls) occurrences on the

SVR. Green dots represenl localilies where prairie lizards

were observed .

A15. Lesser earless lizard (Ho/brookia mocu/mo) occurrences on

the SVR. Green dots represent localities where lesser earless

........................ 162

lizards were observed . . 163

A 16. Longnose snake (RhmocheiJus /ecomel). plains

blackhead snake (Ttl/ltd/o nignceps). and milksnake

(Lampropellis mal/gu/llm) occurrences on the SVR.

Green dots represcnl localilies where a longnose snake was

observed. Blue dOls represent localities where plaills blackhead

snakes were observed. Yellow dots represent localities where

milksnakes were observed 164
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A 17. Common kingsnake (Llllllpropeiris ge/ll/a) and coachwhip

(Masllcoplus flagellum) occurrences on the $VR. Green dOls

represent localities where common kingsnakes were observed.

Blue dots represent localities where coachwhips were observed 165

A 18. Plains ganer snake (Thamllopll/s radix) occurrences on lhe

SVR. Green dots represenl localities where plains ganer

snakes were observed 166

A19. Western hognosc snake (Heterodoll "asiclls) and eastern hognosc

snake (Hererodoll pJatirhmos) occurrences on the SVR. Green

dots represent localities where western hognosc snakes were

observed. Blue dots represent localities where eastern hognose

snakes \\'ere observed ,., ,.,., ,.,.,.,., ,.,., , , ,., 167

A20. Eastem racer (Coluber constrictur) occurrences on the SVR.

Green dots represent localities where eastern racers were observed 168

A2 t. Gopher snake (Pi/1I0p/IIS cmellijer) occurrences on the SVR,

Green dots represent localities where gopher snakes were observed ,.,., 169

A22. Prairie rattlesnake (Crow/lis \'1m/IS) occurrences on the S\·R.

Green dots represent localities where prairie rattlesnakes were

observed. The four indi\'iduals tracked by radiotelemetry are

labeled as the three digit numbers 170
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Figure A15.
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Figure A16.
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FigureA17.
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FigureA18.
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Figure A19.
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Figure A20.
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Figure A2l.
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Figure A22.
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